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Sentry ™ –
Stylish Design
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Intuitive Functionality.
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The New Sentry
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y™ Multi-Point Hinged
Patio Door System.
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Designed specifically forr the North American market, Truth Hardware’s
Multi-Point
Hinged Patio Door Hardware System
nt Hi
h opt
combines flexibility with
optimal security. Market research told us what
you want and you will find it here in Truth’s new Sentry™ System. From
intuitive functionality like
the 90 degree thumbturn located above the
ke th
mance adjustable hinges and multiple handle
handle to high performance
designs, all of which easilyy adapt to your current door system – the
Multi-Point System
ystem produces the superior quality and
performance
you expect from the leader in
erfor
engineered solutions – Truth Hardware.
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Independent dead bolt
feature allows you to secure
the door without engaging
the remote lock points

Dual-direction manual
flush bolt option for
inactive panel
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Reversible latch and
self-positioning anti-slam device
provide a non-handed system

Shoot bolts can be added
to hook or tongue versions to
improve DP performance

Scan this QR code with
your smart phone to see
Sentrryy™ in action!

For more information contact your
th Rep
presentative or visit www
w.truth.com
.trut
.truth.com
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LOWER COST.
Q-LON® QWFR Series Intumescent Seals

STANDARDS:

RATINGS:

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

1.800.586.0354

Discover
Discover Amesbury’s
Amesbury’s wide
wide range
range off innovative
innovative products
products at: www.amesbury.com
www.amesbury.com
HARDWARE PRODUCTS

•

SEALING PRODUCTS

•

EXTRUDED PRODUCTS

•

S P EC I A LTY P R O D U C T S
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There are a variety of options
available to homeowners when it
comes to decorative glass, such as
this full decorative custom entryway.
Photo courtesy of Kenyon’s Stained
Glass Factory.

features
20 20 The Ultimate Guide to New Products

When we say this is the “Ultimate” Guide to New Products and
Services we really mean it. So whatever you are looking to buy,
look here to find the latest product offerings.

30

30 Hard Questions About Hardware

What hardware finishes are consumers asking for? What do
customers want in terms of security and automation?
DWM sought to answer these questions and more when we
interviewed ten hardware suppliers for this in-depth look at the
door and window hardware industry.

36

36 Opening Doors

As the market slowly turns upward, decorative door dealers and
suppliers say they’ve adapted to the new economy and are
preparing for sales to spike.

dealers/distributors
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42 I Want it Now

With online purchases rising and distribution channels
changing once again, window companies need to consider an
online component if they haven’t already.

46 Data Data Everywhere

Blue Corona, a web analytics company, analyzed more than
3,000 door and window company websites and found what
factors help influence website rankings. Bottom line: If you’re
not doing these things you are losing leads.
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New Products Galore
There are more pages of new
products in the extended online
version of the New Products Guide.
Go to www.dwmmag.com/
digital/May for those
additional products.

Energy News
Learn about the efforts of some in
the door and window industry to
“Save Energy Star.”
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HOW CAN YOU OUT-STAR ENERGY STAR IN YOUR REGION?
®

NEW COMFORT SELECT IS HOW.
Introducing Comfort Select™ Residential glass from AGC. Offering a broad range of low-e coated
glass options, Comfort Select is designed to give you the right product for the right region.
From passive solar and lower u-values in northern climates to solar control and low heat gain
in southern zones, Comfort Select has a product designed to be the most efficient for each region.
®

So, now you have more options than ever for meeting ENERGY STAR requirements.
Find out how at us.agc.com or contact us
at info@us.agc.com

©2013 AGC Glass Company North America, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Window Shopping
Are More People Doing it Online?
BY

TARA

eople love to buy but hate
to be sold,” says Dan
Wolt, president of Zen
Windows in Columbus, Ohio. That’s
why Wolt’s company is having success selling his windows online—he
only goes to a home when the product is ordered and ready to install.
With the online world exploding
around us, complete with social
media and secure ways to make purchases via the web, it’s no wonder distribution lines are once again changing. You can find out all about Wolt’s
successful model in our feature article on page 42. But I also want to
share a conversation I had with an
industry CEO who didn’t wish to be
identified but has more than 40 years
of experience as a distributor of door
and millwork products.
Following are some of my takeaways from our conversation.
Supply chain challenges: “There
are challenges to the supply chain as
we are two steps away from the end
user. So we changed in that we now
have more visibility with the end
user and that is a necessary level.
Even though research and transactions are done more online the existing building supply is in total denial
of how fast all of this is changing.”
Need for speed: “What hits me in
the face is tha t the demand for
speed and convenience is trumping
even security. People are becoming
less concerned about their online
security even though there are
more hackers who can access your
private information. Our thirst is
for convenience and speed.”
It is happening. “Doors are very
ripe for buying online as well as
windows. The industry’s immediate
response was, ‘It’s too heavy—they

“P
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won’t ship doors.’ That’s the first
problem. Amazon didn’t work
when they first tried it and now
they have taken over the world.”
Don’t be surprised: “Everyone
tries to outrun everything as long as
they can … It’s not an easy thing to
solve but what I fear is it will catch
people by surprise in the next ten
years and have an impact on their
business.”
Give this serious thought: “I am
not suggesting everyone has to start
going direct but they need to
upgrade how they apply technology
to their business. That’s the first
thing they can do that is relatively
easy and affordable. Improve your
websites so they can serve as a
legitimate research destination.
The guys who make the best websites are the window manufacturers. Distributors are kind of invisible so to speak. The end user is not
aware of them and they could provide a valuable resource by applying technology to their websites.”
Along that note, check out our
article on page 46 regarding essential elements of a website for a door
and window dealer. Blue Corona, a
web analytics company, analyzed
more than 3,000 door and window
dealer websites and found what
factors help influence web rankings. Find out how the industry
stacks up overall and what websites come out on top.
Wolt may be right: homeowners
love to buy but hate to be sold. So if
they are window shopping online,
or at least doing web research,
make sure your info is there for the
taking. What is holding you back? I
would love to hear from you. Email
me at ttaffera@glass.com
❙
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For more information and demo
movies, visit our website
www.prodim-systems.com
Prodim USA HQ
7454 Commercial Circle
Fort Pierce, FL 34951
T: (+1) 772 - 465 - 4000
888 - 229 - 3328 toll free
info@prodimusa.com

Prodim Headquarters
PO Box 107 - 5700 AC
Helmond (NL)
T: +31 (0)492 579 050
F: +31 (0)492 579 059
info@prodim-systems.com
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AAMA ANALYSIS
dlewis@aamanet.org

Head to Head
Third-Party Certification Versus the Test Report
BY
ince 1962, AAMA’s certification
program—the original thirdparty window performance
verification program—has provided
fenestration manufacturers with the
means to independently test product performance against consensus
standards. Backed by ANSI accreditation since 1972, the AAMA “Gold
Label,” which manufacturers elect to
affix to authorized products, is now
well-recognized throughout the
industry and its markets as the
definitive sign of code-mandated
compliance and performance quality. This year, the AAMA Gold Label is
celebrating its 50th anniversary.
Based as it is on AAMA/
WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440, North
American Fenestration Standard/
Specification for Windows, Doors,
and Skylights (NAFS) or its applicable predecessors, AAMA certification
offers a uniform, material-neutral,
performance-based platform from
which all pertinent materials and
products can be tested and compared on a level playing field.

S

Why Certify?
The key benefits of certification
are that it:
• Provides product acceptance by
building control authorities.
Certification programs, especially those with a labeling
component, free the design
professional as well as the
building official from the timeconsuming process of researching the validity of manufacturers’ claims;
• Manages legal liability;
• Increases market potential and
efficiency, while raising the overall bar for fenestration products
6
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In third-party certification programs, products are certified to
the applicable standard through testing of specimens, production
facilities are subject to ongoing inspection and samples are
periodically re-tested to ensure that products conform to the
standard and certification program requirements.
in the market;
• Promotes good manufacturing
practices;
• Facilitates the use of new and
innovative products that meet
performance requirements; and
• Provides consumer assurance by
third-party verification of performance claims.

Self-Testing vs. Certification
The key reason for these demonstrable benefits is that the AAMA
certification program brings the
transparency, impartiality and
credibility of independent thirdparty testing to door, window and
skylight quality assurance. “Thirdparty” means an entity independent from both the manufacturer
and the customer. With no conflict
of interest, a “third party” can be
completely objective in the evaluation of the product being tested.
It is true that any manufacturer
may have product prototypes tested
for conformance to AAMA standards
and may claim that they meet the
standards based on these test
results. And perhaps they do.
However, AAMA certification assures
the end user that test reports are up
to date, that components being used
in production are as-tested and that
the plant’s quality control procedures are in place to assure repeatability and consistency.
There is also the question of the
competence and independence of
the testing laboratory that is the

>I

source of the test report. All laboratories that perform testing for AAMA
certification must be accredited by
AAMA to demonstrate competence
in testing and to show that they, too,
are third-party—completely independent from the manufacturer.
Many test labs in our industry
(and others) proudly carry legitimate
accreditation to ISO/IEC 17025,
General Requirements for the
Competence
of Testing
and
Calibration
Laboratories,
and
include in their accreditation scope
the critical test methods for fenestration performance specified in
NAFS—ASTM E283, E330, E331,
E547 and others. This valuable credential is primarily a laboratory
management system standard. By
contrast, AAMA accreditation focuses on these key fenestration test
methods, technician competence
directly related to fenestration testing and requires witnessing performance of the test routine and verified calibration of the equipment.
This consistent and carefully documented independent testing and
inspection procedure is the reason
that the AAMA certification label
has earned a reputation over the
past 50 years as the credible thirdparty indicator of product quality
and documented performance.
❙
Dean Lewis serves as educational and
technical information manager for the
American Architectural Manufacturers
Association in Schaumburg, Ill.
www.dwmmag.com
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Royal Building Products // Window & Door Profiles is North
America’s leader in vinyl profile extrusions serving the
residential home improvement and construction markets.
The Royal Window & Door product line is marketed through
OEM Window & Door Fabricators. RWDP seeks to
differentiate from other extrusion
suppliers through a value-added strategy
that includes product mix (Custom and
Platform Window Profiles, Patio Doors,
Trim Systems and Color Solutions)
innovation, quality and service.

Window Profiles

Patio Doors

Trim Systems

Color Solutions

An Axiall Company

71 Royal Group Crescent, Woodbridge, ON L4H 1X9
1.866.852.2791
www.royalbuildingproducts.com • rwdp@royalbuildingproducts.com

facebook.com/royalbuildingproducts

twitter.com/royalBP

linkedin.com/company/royal-building-products

youtube.com/user/royalbuildingproduct
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TREND TRACKER
mcollins@buildingia.com

Taking Stock
Signs of Improvement and Success Strategies
BY
espite occasionally flickering
in a negative direction on a
month to month basis, the
vast majority of key economic statistics and indicators continue to paint
a picture of a growing recovery.
Indeed, most door and window
manufacturers and building products distributors who discuss their
financial condition with us have
confirmed sales are up versus this
time last year. Even product segments that have been under
extreme pressure throughout the
downturn, such as sunrooms and
patio rooms, are seeing increasing
sales due to the improving economy.
Effects of Superstorm Sandy
aside, companies are increasingly
feeling the recovery. Cynics prefer to
point out that “we’re nowhere near
the levels of the good ol’ days.” That
is undeniably true. The seasonally
adjusted annual rate of construction
of new privately owned housing
stood at 917,000 homes in February
of this year. This is down from the
recent peak of 2.27 million which
was achieved in January 2006. It is
far less than the all-time peak since
1959, which was 2.49 million homes
in January 1972. In fact, in the 650
monthly periods since 1959, the rate
of home construction has been
higher than February’s level in a
whopping 585 of those months.

D

Sunny Spots are Abundant
The bright side, however, is that
the February new home construction rate was up nearly 200 percent from the recent trough of
478,000 homes seen in April 2009.
As highlighted in the last issue of
DWM (see March DWM, page 6),
some 41 door and window manu8
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facturers have gone bankrupt
since 2008. There are far fewer
companies at the table to divide
up whatever level of business the
market provides. We’ve also seen
an underinvestment cycle on the
repair and remodeling side of the
industry. The tax credit drove
meaningful levels of sales and the
most pressing upgrades will
always be completed. However,
when employment fears hang over
a household, they draw in the
reins on remodeling and a variety
of other purchases. With the economic picture improving, this
promises to be a better year for
remodeling, as it is shaping up to
be in new construction.
The signs of recovery are everywhere. Fannie Mae recently
announced that it believes it will
be able to repay some $60 billion
in taxpayer bailout funds sooner
than expected. A new home
development in California priced
at $400 to $500 per square foot
recently sold out in a single day.
The luxury market is doing well,
as evidenced by a residential
high-rise in New York that has
sold a third of its units, despite
being two years away from completion. The average asking price
of units in that project is just shy
of $7,000 per square foot. With
regard to the huge excess inventory of unsold homes foreclosed
upon and now owned by banks,
institutional investors are helping
whittle down the excess holdings.
Private equity funds and hedge
funds have invested billions in
converting foreclosed homes into
single family rental properties in
key markets.

>I

A Continued Upturn
If things are getting better, the
question becomes where to focus
one’s energy in the year ahead. A
strategy that many companies are
exploring is acquiring or entering
into a joint venture with a company
with truly synergistic products. This
would be a company that, if you
owned it or had access to its products on a special pricing basis,
would allow you to increase sales to
existing customers and win new
customers in segments that are currently closed to you. To the extent
that there are component suppliers
or even competitors that could provide a company with these types of
advantages, it is worth at least a
conversation to explore the possibilities. Many industry participants
were hit by the downturn just as
they were feeling the desire to retire.
If the last few years haven’t been
enough to increase an owner’s
desire to retire, nothing could.
Many of these owners are looking
for a way to exit their company and
retire. They prefer to partner with a
company that can address what are
usually the two most important factors for a selling owner. The first is
that they sell their company at a fair
price in a clean and efficient transaction. The second nearly ubiquitous desire is to see the company
placed in the hands of a group that
can increase sales and strengthen
the opportunities available to the
employees that helped the owner
achieve their goals.
❙
Michael Collins is an investment banker
and a partner in Building Industry Advisors.
He specializes in mergers and acquisitions
in the door and window industry.
www.dwmmag.com
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Buying Software the traditional way is a LOSER for you and a BIG WIN for the software company. You PAY
THOUSANDS for a License. You PAY THOUSANDS for Annual Software Updates. You PAY THOUSANDS for
Training. And you get charged for EVERY phone call. No wonder software companies have such nice offices.
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Call us: (407) 699-1862 to arrange a personal demo of SureFire ONLine MFG
Email us: info@surefiresys.com to get login credentials to our demo system
Read our FAQ page on the Web: http://www.surefireonline.net/SureFAQ.html
Watch our YouTube channel: SureFireSys
SureFire Systems, Inc. 1812 Town Plaza Ct Winter Springs, FL 32708
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WDMA UPDATE
bgann@wdma.com

Wrong Direction?
WDMA Raises Concerns About Energy Star’s Course
BY
he
Window
and
Door
Manufacturers
Association
(WDMA) is concerned about
the overall direction of the Energy
Star program for windows, doors and
skylights and has suggested to the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) that it revise the currently proposed criteria for the next version of
program standards (Version 6.0) set
to take effect as early as January 1,
2014. Additionally, WDMA has stated
the effective date for any changes to
the program should not begin before
January 1, 2015.
In keeping with EPA’s guiding
principles for the program, the
agency should also ensure Energy
Star products are cost-effective,
affordable and available for consumers. EPA’s current proposal for
Version 6.0 will needlessly result in
Energy Star products that are less
cost-effective, less affordable and
less available to consumers in many
parts of the country. Thus, they
should be revised to be made less
stringent than what is currently proposed for certain parts of the U.S.

T

Proposed Changes
On January 7, 2013, EPA released
Draft 2 of Version 6.0 for windows,
doors and skylights for industry feedback. While EPA made some favorable changes from the previous draft,
it retained overly stringent performance criteria for much of the U.S.
The agency’s revision of the
Version 6.0 specifications is inconsistent with the program’s guiding
principles because it places too
much weight on reducing the market share of Energy Star products
and too little emphasis on other
important principles like cost10
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effectiveness for the consumer.
WDMA is also concerned by
EPA's decisions to maintain the
proposed stringent window and
skylight performance criteria for
the North-Central and Northern
climate zones and maintain the
January 1, 2014 effective date for
new program requirements.
The proposed performance criteria for the northern zones will
increase product costs significantly
and create “payback periods” to
recoup the extra costs for these
products that are longer than the
actual time a homeowner typically
stays in a house (7-10 years). As a
result, Energy Star products will be
less affordable for consumers.
Energy Star should be a key driver in replacing the nearly one billion single-pane windows still in
use in our nation’s housing stock.
However, the proposed standards
will result in substantial cost
increases and price out a significant percentage of the population.

Suggested Changes
As Energy Star partners, WDMA
members have long been supporters
of the program and have contributed
substantially in growing the brand in
the market.
Successfully transitioning to the
new requirements touches every
aspect of a manufacturer’s business:
design, engineering, manufacturing, certification and marketing.
Manufacturers need adequate time
to implement changes across their
organizations, while also working
with dealers, consumers and their
supply chain. EPA’s decision to
maintain an effective date of
January 1, 2014 will not provide

>I

manufacturers with a sufficient
transition period if the new requirements are finalized later this spring.
WDMA has urged EPA to move
the effective date to no earlier than
January 1, 2015, giving the Agency
adequate time to appropriately
review and consider industry comments, making needed revisions to
the currently proposed criteria, and
giving manufacturers appropriate
lead time to transition to the new
criteria once it is finalized.
EPA should also address industry
concerns about the overall direction
of Energy Star and return the program to its original mission as laid
out in its guiding principles. These
focus on setting criteria for saving
energy by helping consumers identify energy-efficient products that
are affordable, widely available and
provide reasonable payback periods, not reducing market share as
means to drive technology.
For more updates on this story,
see page 20.
❙
Ben Gann is director of legislative affairs
and grassroots activities for the Window
and Door Manufacturers Association in
Washington, D.C.
www.dwmmag.com
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AMD HEADLINES

Pledge of Allegiance
Do We Really Have a Nation Undivided?
BY
rancis Bellamy composed the
“Pledge of Allegiance” in
1892. It was his expression of
loyalty to our flag and to the
United States of America. The
original version penned by
Bellamy in 1892 was:
“I pledge allegiance to my Flag
and the Republic for which it
stands, one nation indivisible, with
liberty and justice for all.”
The Pledge of Allegiance has
been modified on four separate
occasions, the latest occurring
around 1954. The current version
reads as follows:

F

GEORGE

KESSEL

Wouldn’t you think our elected officials could comprehend the meaning of what it was they were reciting?
We are talking about one sentence,
31 words for the latest version; 22
words as originally written.
Does anyone feel like we have
one nation; an indivisible nation?
No way. As a nation, we are drifting
to further divide and discord. No
longer can political parties discuss
their differences, hammer out compromised solutions and work
toward common goals for the good
of the people. Dialog, cooperation
and finding middle ground has
been replaced with confrontation,
altercation and conflict. It’s “us versus them.” It’s “my way or the highway.” Don’t compromise, dominate. If the other side doesn’t agree;
yell louder, fight dirtier. Embarrass
the opposition; belittle their
demeanor. Lie, deceive, confuse
and misdirect. Prevail at all costs.

Enough is Enough is Enough

“I pledge allegiance to the Flag of
the United States of America, and
to the Republic for which it stands,
one Nation under God, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all.”
The pledge is often recited in
schools at the beginning of each
school day, at the commencement
of many business, religious and
governmental meetings. Also, all
congressional sessions commence
with the recital of the pledge.
12
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We, the people, need to take
back our government and force our
representatives to represent our
needs—the people’s needs—comprised of all political affiliations.
Our elected officials must compromise, they must govern and most of
all they must heal. A one-party
domination leads to unilateral policy directives at the detriment to all
others. It also leads to failure of that
party to win reelection once the
pendulum swings too far to one
side. This enables the other party
to win, push too hard and then lose
their majority position. Have you
ever seen that happen before? I just
finished reading a good book call
The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho. In

>I

it is a saying that perfectly illustrates my point of view.
Paraphrasing: “If something
happens once, it will not happen
again. If it happens twice, surely it
will happen a third time.”
Our nation has faced many
recent perils: the most severe economic downturn since the “Great
Depression,” the fiscal cliff, hurricanes, droughts, flooding and—the
biggest calamity of all—a recent
presidential election process. All
have conspired to test our will and
challenge our faith. To right this
great ship, we must possess the
intestinal fortitude to demand that
our elected officials steer a course
to govern in our best interests, not
theirs’. Absent dialog, compromise
and unity for the greater good, I
fear our fate is truly sealed. The
truth is that inaction today will
have little effect upon those
responsible for those actions, but
will have a dramatic effect upon
our children and to all their legacies
thereafter.
What goes around truly does
come around. More than 150 years
ago, President Abraham Lincoln
said, “A house divided against itself
cannot stand.” The cause was different but the effect is the same.
What is needed now is for the
republic to come together with a
singular motive to do what is needed to provide the same opportunities for future generations we have
all so dearly enjoyed. In other
words, follow the example exemplified by our Founding Fathers.
❙
George Kessel is president/chief financial
officer, Morgan-Wightman Supply
Company and AMD Treasurer.
www.dwmmag.com
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PROTECT THE VIEW
mike.burk@quanex.com

Be our Guest
Put your Service to the Test
BY
e our guest! Be our
guest! Put our service to
the test” are the familiar
lyrics from Disney’s movie Beauty
and the Beast. As manufacturers,
we always make an effort to make
visitors feel welcome to our facilities. We greet them with welcome
boards and perhaps donuts or
bagels. We may even cater their
lunch. But do we take the extra necessary steps to cater to their safety?
Guests or visitors can include
customers, suppliers, temporary
workers, contractors and even
associates from other divisions or
facilities. In 2011 the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics began to track the
number of fatalities among contractors. In 2011, 492 contractors
were killed while working at someone else’s facility. Without getting
into the IRS definition of contractors, we can assume that these people were not regular workers at the
facility where they died.

“B

Assume Nothing
We have many programs to protect ourselves and our co-workers
from harm. We conduct safety
training, complete safety audits,
provide
personal
protective
equipment and follow established
safety rules and policies. We must
be sure that we protect our visiting guests in the same manner. We
must assume that they are totally
unfamiliar with the hazards of our
workplace. Even when they are
frequent visitors, our production
areas
are
ever
changing.
Equipment, aisles and product
movement may be different than
it was during their last visit. It is
14
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dangerous
when
we
become complacent to
our own ever-changing
workplace. Extending
this complacency to our
visitors could prove to
be dangerous.

Potential Hazards
Consider all possible
hazards
our
guests
might
encounter before they
enter the production
area. Warn them of forklift patterns, overhead
cranes, material movement and the requirement
to stay within marked
aisles. Ensure they have the
proper personal protective
equipment before entering the
work area. Be sure that the
aisles are clearly marked. Take
extra effort to ensure our visitors
do not enter areas which may
contain hazardous materials,
automated machinery, pinch
points or hot sources that might
cause burns.
Make them aware of alarm signals, fire exits and evacuation procedures. Be sure our guests have
been registered so that in the event
of an evacuation or emergency, we
will know that they have safely exited the building.

Make Guests Stand Out
In addition to providing the
required
personal
protective
equipment, consider making visitors highly visible with special
vests or hard hats. Our guests
should stand out and be identified
easily. This visibility gives the visi-
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tor a very high profile and allows us
and our co-workers the opportunity to introduce ourselves and our
manufacturing processes. Being
identifiable and readily seen will
help us ensure their safety. We can
be quick to respond if they become
separated from their escort or if
they have entered an area that m ay
contain hazards with which they
are not familiar.
Demonstrate to our guests how
proud we are of what we do and
who we are. Above all make sure
we don’t put their “service safety to
the test.”
❙
Mike Burk is product sales specialist at
Quanex Building Products.
www.dwmmag.com
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A revolutionary development in
casement hardware, the NOVA® Slim
casement locking handle features a
super low-profile design, eliminating
interference with blinds and window
treatments. The sleek, sophisticated
solution is the first of its kind—applying
an aesthetic flush mount design to vinyl
casement window applications. The
patent-pending NOVA® Slim handle
works in conjunction with the NOVA®
multi-point casement locking solution,
engineered to optimize security, ease of
operation and flexibility. It’s more than a

it’s a way of life.
NOVA® Slim
casement locking handle

a world in focus
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Solutions for a
Modern World

hardware solution;
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What’s News
COMPANY NEWS

Industry Growth: All Segments
Expand in Recent Months
e’ve all heard about rising housing starts, and
various good news indicators, and it seems many in the
door and window industry are
participating in those positive stories as well. Just look at what’s
been happening in the first quarter of 2013.
In March, Kensington Windows,
based
in
Vandergrift,
Pa.,
announced that an ownership
group led by its local management
team purchased the company back
from Serious Energy. Serious had
purchased Kensington in 2009. The
window manufacturer, which
resumed business under the
Kensington brand as Kensington
High Performance Products Inc.,
plans to emphasize its core business of vinyl replacement windows
for residential customers.
The new ownership group is led
by current plant manager and vice
president Chuck Wetmore, who

W

serves as CEO, and John Barker,
who continues his role as CFO.
Wetmore has managed the
Pittsburgh-based facility since
1997 and has been in the window
industry for more than 30 years.
Barker has been in the building
materials industry since 1990 and in
executive roles with Kensington since
2006. Wetmore and Barker plan to
retain all of the current employees,
will add workers as demand grows for
Kensington’s products and plan to
double the total number of employees in the next three to five years as
the business expands.
Wetmore and Barker aren’t the
only ones who believe that the
greatest opportunity for growth is
in the residential market, as the
housing market continues to
recover. “Our track record in residential work goes deep—and this
is where our true expertise and
passion remain,” said Wetmore.
Gerkin Windows and Doors,

based in South Sioux City, Neb.,
moved into a new facility in
January 2013 to increase glass
production and enable expansion
down the road if needed. Steve
Schneider, president and CEO,
said it is one of the few companies
that serves both the residential
and commercial markets. It also
may be one of a handful that has
grown year over year.
Was it difficult to take on an
expansion when the market was
still in a downturn? Hardly.
“If we didn’t expand we wouldn’t
have been able to keep up with
demand,” he said. “We have grown
each year for the past 20 years.
Schneider said there are many
reasons the slowdown and market crash did not affect his company. For one, Gerkin doesn’t participate in the lower end of the
marketplace.
“In times of lull the lower end
companies go first,” he said.

Terry Walker and Joseph (Jay) G. Fabick, Jr., founders of WFI-Global LLC.
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It also helps that Gerkin serves
residential and commercial markets. When one is down the other
keeps the company going.
“We have commercial aluminum
products and we have residential
vinyl products and those are countercyclical markets,” Schneider
explained. “In my 23 years experience, I have found that when one is
down the other is up. Occasionally
they run up together but I never
have seen them run down together
even in 2006 or 2011.”
Last year, in fact, Gerkin posted
a 20-percent increase in sales.
“I know that did not happen for
everyone and I know there are
some that are still hanging on by a
thread,” he said. “It’s a whole mentality and how you operate in general, reinvesting back in your business. When you go into a downturn
like that you need to retool and
revisit your product lines and I
don’t know that everyone did that.”
The company’s existing building is still used for window production, as the new facility was
built strictly for production of its
IG units as the company was short
on space for this process.
Gerkin purchased new automated machinery for IG production which has helped the company produce more units. This
included a new glass optimization
system and cutter and a fully
automated
production
line.
Schneider said the company has
space for another fully automated
production line and another
washer and may be looking at
these purchases down the road.
continued on page 18
www.dwmmag.com
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EVENT NEWS

Royal Building Products and FeneTech
Sign On to Sponsor Fenestration Day
The fourth annual Fenestration Day™, sponsored by DWM magazine, will
take place October 31, 2013, in Schaumburg, Ill., a suburb of Chicago. Royal
Building Products and FeneTech have once again signed on as sponsors of this
educational event. Fenestration Day brings together door and window manufacturers and dealers for some joint educational sessions as well as individual
sessions tailored to those groups.
Royal is sponsoring the session on lean manufacturing. Attendees will hear
from a panel of experts, including manufacturers and suppliers, about how to
incorporate lean principles into plant operations. Questions such as how to
integrate automated operations into lean manufacturing plans will be
addressed. Panelists include Steve Waltman, vice president, Stiles Machinery;
and a member of a top window manufacturing firm.
“Royal is excited to support Fenestration Day because it represents a unique
opportunity for education,” says John Vukanovich, director of marketing Royal
Building Products/Window & Door Profiles. “The ability to understand and communicate information is a competitive advantage – no matter what role you
play in the industry. To be successful, everyone needs to have knowledge about
the products they manufacture, sell, install, service or support.”
Attendees will have the opportunity to network with all sponsors throughout the event.
FeneTech will sponsor the session, “Smart Optimization for Improved
Profitability.” Attendees will learn from Geoff Roise, owner of Lindsay Window
in North Mankato, Minn., who has implemented some new methods for raw
material optimization. Join this discussion regarding new ways of thinking in
regards to optimization.
“FeneTech is a strong supporter of the industry, from our own User
Conference and Glass Processing Automation Days events, to trade shows,
organizations and Fenestration Day,” says Ron Crowl, president of FeneTech.
“We feel that continued education is a key to success in today’s challenging
business environment. Fenestration Day provides a unique single-day opportunity to attend a variety of seminars that offer insight into marketing, sales, legal
and manufacturing topics. We are extremely pleased to be sponsoring a session
that every manufacturer should be very interested in.”
Attendees will have the opportunity to network with sponsors during the
coffee break/registration and during the lunch.
Additional information, including a full event schedule, registration information and more is available on the Fenestration Day website at
dwmmag.com/feneday. Additional sponsorships are still available. If you would
like to serve as a sponsor contact Tara Taffera at ttaffera@glass.com.
May 2013
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What’s News
CONTINUED

announced its entrance into the U.S.
market with a new location in Akron,
Ohio. Pro-Line, a supplier of equipment for vinyl window manufacturing, joined forces with Todd Tolson
and Tom Whitehead, who both have
more than 20 years’ experience in
the door and window industry. Does
this perhaps signal that window
companies will start buying again?
That remains to be seen but Tolson
did tell DWM magazine that companies are looking to be more efficient
and machinery and equipment can
help fill that need.
“The markets are getting better,”
said Tolson. “I don’t know [that] it’s
tremendously better but it is
tremendous for technologies.”
He said residential companies are
definitely expanding into the light
commercial market. “We are work-

“We did a lot of little things that
add up to more windows and
more IG units per day,” he added.
“When we built the plant we
upgraded everything with the goal
in mind to increase production.”
It’s not just window manufacturers who are posting good news.
Power Home Remodeling Group
continues its growth as it has
expanded its operations in
Rosemont, Ill., thus adding jobs in
the greater Chicago metropolitan
area. Power has hired more than 75
employees in the Chicago region
with plans to create at least 150
additional jobs in 2013.
Suppliers are on the uptick as well
and one Canadian machinery company has expanded into the U.S.
Pro-Line Automation, headquartered in Woodbridge, Ontario,
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ing with a company in Minnesota
that is adding a light commercial
twist to what they are doing now.
That is where the growth will come.”
Add to that, the formation of new
companies, and it’s clear the industry is looking up. WFI Global LLC, a
new specialty chemical coatings
and foam company, has been established by Terry Walker and Joseph
(Jay) G. Fabick, Jr. in Madison, Wis.
Walker has 30 years of experience in
the urethane foam and coatings
industry and Fabick is president of
Fabick Inc., a manufacturer of
industrial spray-on coatings.
WFI Global’s initial product
offering will be low-density
polyurethane foam systems for
the fenestration industry with
other chemical coating products
to follow.
❙
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Truth Hardware - The Industry’s Leading Engineered Solutions Provider.
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XL Edge IGTM > Loå3-366® > Loå-i89TM > Neat®> Preserve®

Get more for less with new Loå-i89.
More visible light transmittance, less reflectance and now available in a less expensive annealed
version – that’s Loå-i89™. Yet it still delivers a center of glass U-Factor of just 0.20 when coupled
with our Loå2® or Loå3® glass and argon fill in a double-pane unit. If you’re ENERGY STAR compliant
today, by adding Loå-i89 you’ll be compliant tomorrow as well. What’s more, Loå-i89 is easy to clean
and there’s no haze to mar the view. New Loå-i89, our enhanced enhanced performance glass.
For more information, contact your Cardinal sales rep. Or visit cardinalcorp.com.

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE OF COATED GLASS
A CARDINAL GLASS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

TM

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE GLASS
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ULTIMATE

NEW PRODUCTS
hen we say this is the “Ultimate” Guide to New Products and Services we really mean it. With numerous submissions we couldn’t fit them all in the print issue. So be sure to go to dwmmag.com/digital
and click on the May issue. Our “Only Online” section features dozens more products not found here.
So whatever you are looking to buy, look here and online to find the latest product offerings.

W
Doors

CGI Sentinel

A Royal Tilt

CGI
Windows,
manufacturer of hurricane impact-resistant windows and
doors has released
an updated version
of its Sentinel 150
sliding glass door.
Based on dealer
feedback, the door is
now available with
concealed installation
screws, updated two-point lock, improved fixed panel
clips and a redesigned door stop.
Standard features include tandem stainless steel
rollers with precision bearings in a stainless steel housing, stainless steel fasteners for durability, 4-3⁄4-inch
deep frame on a two-track (for retrofit), and a 6-inch
deep frame on a three-track.
❙❙➤ www.cgiwindows.com

Royal Building Products has launched its new Royal
La Marquise tilt-and-turn product line, which includes
the tilt-and-slide patio door, developed for the North
American market yet designed with what the company
calls “a touch of European style.”
The window product line also offers optimized thermal chambers of the profiles, a selection of different
depth of frames suited for several construction details
and the ability to use IG configurations up to 42 mm,
according to the company. The Royal Tilt-and-Turn
product line exceeds the standards of the industry and
achieves thermal values of R-7 and ER-46 using lowE/argon standard glass package.
❙❙➤ www.royalbuildingproducts.com

Security in Aspen

Screens
Fashion Pleats
HMI Doors, a manufacturer of steel and fiberglass
entry, aluminum storm, and security storm doors, has
introduced its Aspen Collection fiberglass doors.
Available in six stain colors or wood grain finishes of
mahogany or cherry, the Aspen Collection also comes
with a full length 4-inch lock side stile that is made of
finger jointed pine with a solid oak edge. The sevengauge steel plate that is embedded the entire length of
the stile (patent pending) adds security and stability to
the fiberglass shell, according to the company.
The ArmorMax jamb system (patent pending) uses a
18-gauge steel “L” frame embedded in the jamb on the
lock side to replicate the security of the steel “L” frame that
shored up the jamb. This gives homeowners in the 1970s
the security they desired. The hinge side is optional.
❙❙➤ www.hmidoors.com
20
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LaCantina Doors, of San Diego, Calif., has introduced its pleated screen system, which it calls a “truly
integrated door frame and screen system.”
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Offering what the company calls the largest single
span insect screen of its type, the new Pleated Screen
System is LaCantina Doors’ most cost effective solution for large horizontal openings. The system features
a pleated mesh design that allows a single screen to
span nearly 15 feet wide while a double screen can
accommodate an opening up to 29 feet, 6 inches wide.
Available in two options, the product provides a
complete folding door and screening system while the
retrofit pleated screen kit is available for aftermarket
installation.
❙❙➤ www.lacantinadoors.com

GLASS
Cardinal Offers a Clear View
Cardinal CG Co., recently introduced LoE-i89, a new
energy-saving fourth-surface (roomside) coated glass
that the company says offers more light transmittance
and less reflectance. It will soon be available in a less
expensive annealed version.
According to the company, LoE-i89 delivers a center
of glass U-factor of 0.20 when coupled with Cardinal’s
LoE3® or LoE2® glass and in a double-pane argon-filled
unit. Without argon and with or without capillary
tubes, the still delivers a U-Factor of 0.23.
LoE-i89 is described by the company as being virtually clear with no haze to mar the view. A tempered version is available now. It replaces LoE-i81, Cardinal’s
previous 4th surface glass.
❙❙➤ www.cardinalcorp.com

Decorative Glass
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Windows
Drop In and See the New Caldwell Products

Caldwell Manufacturing has introduced three new
products lately, starting with its Roller Tilt® Drop In
that the company says provides easy sash removal in a
robust case assembly. It is also available in the cartridge configuration (with bracket attached) for a lean
solution. A company release adds that it also provides
maximum sash opening and is a maintenance free,
green compliant option. It further states that all Roller
Tilt® designs provide lower operating forces by eliminating the friction associated with a constant force
spring tape sliding against the jamb walls.
Also on Caldwell’s growing list of products is its
Magnum 4-Bar hinges, which the company says has
hinges for projection, casement, curtainwall, Eurogroove, surface mount, and structurally glazed applications. The hinges are available in commercial, architectural and loose rivet configurations with the capability
to support vents up to 180 lbs and 60 inches in height.
❙❙➤ www.caldwellmfgco.com

ODL Gets Decorative
ODL Inc. recently introduced two new decorative
door glass designs: Inglenook and Grace. They join
ODL’s nature-inspired Craftsman and traditional
Classic collections, respectively.
Inglenook is an addition to the Craftsman line of
decorative door glass. The geometric design features
clear soft wave and micro-iced granite glass with clear
bevels and ruby-red floral accents. Inglenook features
patina caming.
Grace is offered in the Classic style and features a
combination of granite, micro-granite, micro-cubed
and clear bevels. The center pattern includes soft, delicate edges that highlight the elegant structure of the
glass panel. Grace is available in nickel caming.
In addition to introducing the Inglenook and Grace
designs, ODL has added two new door glass designs to
its updated line of Severe Weather® Doorglass, which is
engineered to withstand the most damaging weather
conditions, according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.odl.com
www.dwmmag.com

Ready for a Revolution
Deceuninck’s Revolution
tilt-and-turn windows feature a seven-chamber thermal structure and multifunctional operability in a
window that the company
says has the capability of
achieving an R-value of 7+,
and a C-100 rating.
Revolution tilts in and
locks for secure, indirect
ventilation. It has minimal
frame and sash sightlines
and features maximum
daylight area to take full
advantage of today’s highperformance glass techcontinued on page 24
May 2013
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From Concept to Reality
Bringing a New Louver System to Life
How does Jesse Villarreal Jr., president, Bella Fleur
Corp., describe the company’s new louver window system?
He says the product’s tagline sums it up nicely: “The best
thing to happen to outdoor space since the barbecue.”
Villarreal set out to create an operable overhead and
vertical louver window system, incorporating its
EnsoGlass™ cut into louvers called BellaBlades® +
LouverLock™ that when closed becomes water-resistant
and sheds water. EnsoGlass is a non-laminated, SolidCore™ architectural glass panel that has UV inhibitors
built into it and encapsulates natural materials “making for dramatic visual effects,” says Villarreal. He adds
that it is half the weight and 100 times the strength of
conventional glass.
He describes the new product as a skylight-like louver
window system that could be used in outdoor settings like
pergolas or deck enclosures. The louvers open and close
easily creating an enhanced experience for the homeowner who is now able to control the amount of sun and shade
allowed in, says Villarreal.
Interest is even growing in the light commercial market
where these systems are being considered for patios,
restaurants and bistros.
“You are turning your home or business into a four-season activity,” says Villarreal. “Think of the pool areas in
Vegas or the outside restaurant. You just lost all that revenue because it rained and your people left.”
But this product didn’t come to fruition overnight and
he certainly didn’t do it alone. The development wouldn’t
have been possible without teaming up with engineers at
Truth Hardware. DWM talked to Villarreal about the inception and completion of this new louver system.

On Working with Truth …
I worked on this concept for a number of years. In
2011, I hired a local group of engineers to take my drawings and build prototypes. They exceeded their bid by
more than double and were nowhere near what they said
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they could do. In frustration I started asking around to
my contacts in the window industry and Truth, by far,
came up the most. So I took my original drawings and
original prototypes and said, “Here’s what I am doing and
here’s what I need to do.”
You could see their eyes light up. I worked with Jim
Seaser, director, new business development and Scot
Berkley, engineering manager, design and development. It
ended up being quite the working relationship.

On Designing the Louvers …
When working with Truth’s engineers to design the
hardware it had to be highly functional, as safety and
security were major issues especially in commercial applications. These louvers rotate 160 degrees and are held
securely in place with three screws on each end. We went
to substantial lengths to verify testing to make sure that it
was sound and solid structurally and could withstand 50
pounds per square foot in snow load or uplift. Even the
louvers won’t self-actuate at 120 mph winds.
Seaser and Berkley built an apparatus to work with our
Enso glass and their hardware. And they were twisting it trying to find out where the fail point was on the glass and
hardware. At 750 pounds per square foot the screws bent but
the EnsoGlass and BellaBlades + LouverLock hardware held.

On Endless Opportunities …
Homeowners and business owners alike can use this
product without a fear of louvers falling or replacing a
canvas.
There are a few companies out there who have aluminum
louvers in a horizontal application and they are beautiful but
when you close them it is dark and it sounds like a tin roof
when it rains. With ours light filters through.
We get asked if this is like other laminated products. None
of the other decorative glass options could work in the exterior environment. We have moved beyond those capabilities
using our Solid-Core technology which forms EnsoGlass as
one piece and fully encapsulates the material. Bella Fleur has
U.S. and international patents pending.
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Two Materials On One Machine?
As Easy As 1, 2, 3

1

With an Intercept®
ULTRA ThinPlate®
UpGrade!

3

2

Now you can run energy-efficient Intercept ULTRA and cost-effective ThinPlate® on ONE machine!
The switch is done in less time than it takes to change a coil! No tools required.
Call your GED Sales Representative today for more information.

330.963.5401

9280 Dutton Drive, Twinsburg, Ohio 44087 • 330.963.5401 • Fax: 330.963.0584 • www.gedusa.com
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continued from page 21

nologies. The product line also offers installation
accessories for the North American market, and the
company says it has complete compatibility with the
most popular North American door systems.
Revolution is offered in a range of architectural colors, woodgrain patterns and finishes, and also has an
integral screen system, structurally bonded glazing
technology and American Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA)-certified profiles.
❙❙➤ www.deceuninck.com

Spacers
Getting Hotover Here
Fenzi North America continues to provide its
Chromatech Ultra and Chromatech warm-edge spacers. These Chromatech spacers show more than a 12percent improvement in sightline temperatures over
aluminum, providing ease of spacer bending and handling for frame assembly, according to the company.

Hardware
Well Shoot!
G-U Ferco’s new Secury S-Bolt door lock offers features and benefits that the company says are not found
in other systems. This system—described as both
active and inactive—can be used with Ferco’s Secury
Hook Locks or our patented Secury automatic locking
systems. Larger 3⁄8-inch diameter and full 1-inch projection of the shoot bolt offer deeper penetration into the
head and sill, according to the company.
The communication system for double doors eliminates the possibility of opening the inactive door first,
by not allowing users to lock the active/main door
unless the inactive/slave door is fully locked first. It
also guarantees that all doors are fully locked. No
reversing gears are required as the Secury S-Bolt’s new
bi-directional gearbox offers strength and performance without the need for a reversing gear.
❙❙➤ www.g-u.com

Let Roto xDrive Your Design

Fenzi Chromatech Ultra is a combination of stainless steel with a polycarbonate bridge across the top,
available in white, black and grey. The Chromatech
stainless spacer is also available in a range of sizes and
easily handled for spacer frame assembly. Both are
manufactured by Roll Tech A/S—an AluPro company
that is part of the Fenzi Group.
Additionally, Fenzi North America is also marketing
its Hotover 2000, a one part hot-melt butyl, specially
formulated to give IGUs what the company calls the
best mechanical properties to last the longest in the
field. A mixture of butyl rubbers and synthetic polymers, the product runs on standard hot-melt pumping
equipment at lower application temperatures, saving
additional energy costs.
❙❙➤ www.fenzi-na.com
24
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Roto has unveiled new window hardware. The operators—CRS powder coated and 300 CRS powder coated
and 300 Series SS—are available in split arm, single arm
(5.5-, 7.5-, 9.5-, 13.5 inches) and dual arm, the latter of
which also comes in narrow. The xDrive line, according
to the company, offers reduced opening awning and is
available in standard or custom design. The X10LockOut has now been added to the to the three crank handles and cover caps that are available in the xDrive
line—X1/X1 Original, X6/X15 Contemporary and X8
Retro. There are nine standard finishes for the line (polished or antique brass, polished or brushed chrome,
brushed-satin nickel, oil-rubbed bronze, white (powder coat), almond or matte black powder coat), though
additional finishes can be requested.
The company’s corner drive attaches to standard
Roto lock bar. The corner drive has an integrated lock
point three inches from top of casement, capable of
supporting 400 lbs in the load test, according to the
company, which also says a stainless steel ribbon
allows for low friction, smooth operation.
Roto Fasco also offers hardware for patio doors and
are created in such a way to allow designers to mix and
match styles. Made of zinc die-cast construction and
available in painted and plated finishes, the five different models (9700 Euro, 9700EW, 9300RW, VA1019151
SRWH and the Angled Finger Grip) are compatible with
industry standard single- or multi-point locks and fit
stiles from 1 1⁄4- to 2 1⁄4-inches thick. Completing the line
www.dwmmag.com
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are window sash locks with a lifetime warranty against
manufactured defects and are tested for lead, and
approved for North American specs, according to the
company. Window accessories such as cam handles,
pivot bars, window pulls and travel lock are also offered.
❙❙➤ www.fasco.ca
❙❙➤ www.rotohardware.com
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Interlock/Assa Abloy Have a Handle on This
A new development in casement window hardware
from Interlock USA is the Nova® Slim casement locking handle. It is described by the company as a super
low-profile design, eliminating interference with
blinds and window treatments. Available in powder
coat and architectural finishes, the product offers a
flush mount design to vinyl casement window applications. It works in conjunction with the Nova multipoint casement locking solution for security, easy
operation and flexibility, according to the company.
The lock bars feature mushroom-shaped roller pins to
minimize contact friction while providing maximum
seal compression and security. The lock bars also
incorporate a self-locating guide that are designed to
simplify installation and utilize the window structure
for maximum performance.
❙❙➤ www.interlockna.com

Finishes/Films
Strybuc Industries, a wholesaler of door and window
replacement parts has added to its product offering in
the category of multi-point locking hardware. The
company supplies all types of trim sets and multipoint systems manufactured by Hoppe, GU-Hardware,
Truth, Amesbury and others. These systems have
become increasingly popular due to their unique security features, aesthetics, and ability to create a more
efficient seal, according to Strybuc.
❙❙➤ www.strybuc.com

Film Protection
American Renolit Corp., a manufacturer of decorative and performance films, offers Exofol MLA as a finish for building components. The film is laminated to
wood building products for either interior or exterior
applications such as door jambs, windows and jamb
extensions. MLA is available in shades of white, including custom matches, but can be painted at any time—
when new or later on.

All Metal Stamping Offers Rainbows of Color
All Metal Stamping Inc. has
added 164 RAL colors and special powder paints which the
company says will add beautiful color and texture contrast
to ordinary looking doors.
The colors are available in
powder paint within seven
working days with as little as a 10 pound minimum
purchase. Companies looking for a wood veneer can
choose from more than 60 colors. Stainless steel is also
available also and for those special medical applications, the company says it offers lead lined metal vision
panels as well as leaded astragals.
All Metal Stamping says this is a great way to gain
more business thru product differentiation, and give
your door the WOW factor.
❙❙➤ www.allmetalstamping.com
www.dwmmag.com

continued on page 26
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MLA is available in a full range of thicknesses, which
allows it to mask joints and other imperfections in the
substrates and allows manufactures to reduce cost by
using MDF or finger jointed products instead of solid
wood, according to the company.
After the film is applied parts can be machined the
same as raw wood for hardware or other processing.
❙❙➤ www.renolit.com

Tape and Sealants
Wrap it Up in Low Temperature
MFM Building Products, a manufacturer of waterproofing and weather barrier products for the building
industry, now offers a non butyl-based window flashing tape, WindowWrap PowerBond. This self-adhering,
self-sealing waterproofing tape is composed of a silver
polymer film coated with an aggressive PowerBond
asphalt adhesive that the company says adheres
aggressively in temperatures as low as 25° Fahrenheit
and offers a 180-day UV exposure rating.
WindowWrap PowerBond is designed to be used as a
waterproof tape around doors, windows, building
seams and in general construction. The PowerBond
adhesive self-seals around common fasteners and protects from water, air, insect and noise penetration. The
company says it can also be installed on the window
sill to protect against moisture that can contribute to
rot, mold and mildew. WindowWrap PowerBond has a
thickness of 25 mils and is available in 4-, 6-, 9- and 12
-inch widths by 100-feet length rolls.

Hot Enough to Melt
H.B. Fuller’s HL-5201 clear backbedding hot-melt
sealant is a clear solution for manufacturers who want to
improve aesthetics. According to the company, this
sealant does not yellow with UV exposure, meets AAMA
800 performance requirements and delivers a high
strength bond without having to wait for a chemical cure.
The HL-5201 clear backbedding sealant is part of the
company's HL-5200 family of fast-setting, environmentally-advanced 100 percent solids, single-component backbedding solutions.
H.B. Fuller is also introducing the HL-5240 Door Lite
foamable hot melt, which the company says is highly
resistant to high temperatures, a characteristic needed
to reduce creeping and distortion of gaskets in high
heat field applications.
❙❙➤ www.hbfuller.com

Quanex Has the Edgetherm®

Quanex Building Products Corp. has entered into an
agreement with Bostik, a provider of insulating glass
sealants, to distribute four new edge-seal products in
the Americas. Sold under Quanex’s Edgetherm brand,
the product line was designed to meet key requirements in IG production, including low moisture vapor
transmission rates, movement accommodation, low
temperature flexibility and low gas permeability.
❙❙➤ www.quanex.com

Machinery and Equipment
I Dream of EuGenie

MFM also offers WindowWrap Flex PowerBond, a
highly flexible flashing tape composed of a polyethylene crepe film that stretches to seal around curved
shapesfor installation on the window sill.
❙❙➤ www.mfmbp.com
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EuGenie in Montreal, Quebec, says its new vertical
CNC door machine—called Sandy—can perform any
work that needs to be done to a door slab to make standard or custom doors and that includes creating cut
outs for door glass, handle and lock routes, hinge
routes, mail slots, peep holes, multi-point lock routes.
According to the company, Sandy is very easy to operate with touch screen image that allow the operator to
select options and functions from a standard list and easily customizes a project with a couple taps on the screen.
G-Code writing is not required to program EuGenie
machines and operators can perform other duties while
the machine runs, the company says in a press release.
❙❙➤ www.eugenieusa.com
www.dwmmag.com
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Fill 'Er Up
OptiGas/Integrated
Automation Systems says
now offers companies a
way to fill standard IG
units in less than 15 seconds with its new FastGas
high-speed argon-only
gas filling system.
FastGas uses patentpending Twin Turbo
technology to fill insulating glass made with any
spacer system. FastGas
provides 100 percent
argon retention as the fill
is done on the top edge,
according to the company. It developed FastGas to meet
market demand for a fast and reliable argon-only gas filling system. The portable wheeled system is available
with one or two stations.
The company, which created the OptiGas intelligent
gas filling system, also offers the ThermalCheck, an
affordable and compact desktop quality control system that first mixes and then directly measures the gas
content in IG air spaces in real time.
❙❙➤ www.optigasig.com

The 400
The Erdman® 400 Series line of equipment for IG
production from Erdman Automation requires minimal operator training and no data input for standard
operation, according to the company.
Capable of producing 400+ units per shift with two
entry level operators, the equipment is easy enough to
use that the company says low skill set level personnel
can produce high quality IGUs.
Additionally,
the
company says the
Erdman 400
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increases IGU quality through consistent spacer offset
from edge of glass which, in turn, guarantees desired
amount of secondary sealant is applied and eliminates
operator fatigue and repetitive motion injuries. It also provides option to provide accurate grid placement via slicing
the spacer prior to application to the glass.
❙❙➤ www.erdmanautomation.com

Get In Proline
Prodim's Digital measurement solution, the Proliner®
takes precise measurements
in a simple step-by-step
process, organizes projects
and streamlines workflow,
according to the company. The
Proliner offers management
tools to ensure each project is
detailed and no openings go
unmeasured. The measurement process is repeatable
and requires very little training. The Proliner captures
important information about the opening, including
lock and hinge positions and the measurements can be
exported as a printable shop ticket or as a digital file that
can be precision cut with a manual or CNC machine.
Touching the Proliner pen in 11 predefined points
captures the shape of the opening. A few more points
mark lock and hinge positions. The Proliner will alert
you if the door exceeds size or shape parameters. The
Proliner pen allows you to continuously trace objects,
including curves, capturing their exact geometry.
The company also has a new Procutter door table.
Paired with the Proliner door measurement, this solution
makes cut to fit doors possible using manual tools. This
solution can be set up in a compact area at a fraction of
the cost of CNC milling. This solution opens up the cut to
fit door market to smaller manual millwork companies.
❙❙➤ www.prodim.nl/en-us/index.html

Mix it Like a DJ
Franklin International division of Franklin
Adhesives and Polymers is offering the latest in mixing/dispensing systems to accurately combine and
dispense its two-component Advantage EPI adhesives.
The compact mixing system offers all the features of
a large machine and makes it as easy to use Franklin’s
two-part EPIs as it is to apply a one-part adhesive, the
company says. It also says the mixing system eliminates
continued on page 28
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continued from page 27

direct handling of isocyanate and takes the guesswork
out of adding the correct amount of hardener. All controls are pneumatic and require no electricity and the
operator can control the system using an electronic
shot-size controller, a manual thumb button, a foot
pedal or an automated machine interface.

The mixer is powerful enough to handle continuous
output up to 35 pounds per minute (4 GPM)—but also
can handle periodic applications and be slowed to
meet specific production requirements. Specified mixing ratios are preset and are fully adjustable and the
equipment can be tailored to specific applications,
from finger jointers and extruders to roll coaters.
❙❙➤ www.franklinadhesivesandpolymers.com

Software
On Cloud Nine
SureFire Systems Inc. has introduced its SureFire
ONLine MFG, a full-featured, cloud-based order entry
and cut-list generator. Based on the company’s
Configurator technology, it is a true web application that
runs in an Internet browser (i.e., Chrome, Safari, Opera),
and cuts software costs from hundreds of thousands of
dollars for the small to mid-size manufacturer to only
dollars per day, according to a SureFire press release.
Customers only pay for what they actually use and
can expand and contract software costs as the business expands and contracts. Using any computer
available—a PC, a Mac or a Linux box, even an iPad
or Android tablet—customers can access the software system.
❙❙➤ www.surefireonline.net
28
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TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
Be a Better Meter Reader

EDTM has redesigned its Solar Meter, model numbers SP2065 and SP1065, and incorporated several new
products and accessories. The new acrylic base and
meter stand provide locations to place the glass samples and Solar Meter for a consistent, repeatable,
hands-free demonstration.
The acrylic base also provides a location to place the
company’s Heat-Sheet® temperature demonstration
card, which provides a visual display of temperature
blocking capabilities.
All of these products can be the center of a new sales
kit or added to existing kits.
❙❙➤ www.edtm.com

WEATHERSTRIP
Ultrafab Multi Fin Pile Seals
Ultrafab’s line of multi-fin pile seals are ready to
reduce air infiltration and assist manufacturers meet
the demands of today’s high performance door and
window standards. The company offers a choice of two
to five fins located inside or outside the pile and fin
heights that exceed the pile height.
The company also now offers a five-fin option for
applications that require sound abatement performance as well as air and water infiltration reduction.
This patented product offering will feature the two
outside fins Ultrafab’s traditional Triple Fin®.
According to the company, Triple Fin pile and Five Fin
pile seals typically provide at least 25-percent reduction
of air infiltration over standard center finned pile.
Ultrafab’s Multi-Fin pile seals come in all standard colors and a range of densities, heights and backing options.
Product can be inserted during profile extrusion process
or in cut profile lineals at the fabricator, utilizing an
Ultrafab provided pile insertion machine (PIM).
❙❙➤ www.ultrafab.com
❙
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HARDWARE
Hoppe Over and See
this Sliding Hardware System
Hoppe has added
the Hautau Atrium SP
Komfort sliding hardware system to its
offering of hardware
products. Suitable for
doors and windows,
the company says this
sliding hardware system offers a soft close
mechanism
that
moves the sash automatically to its closed
position. The components, Hoppe says,
are designed to allow
for smooth, quiet
operation. In addition
to a horizontal sliding
motion, the sash also
moves into the frame
in the closed position.
This sliding motion,
coupled with multipoint lock engagement, provides a platform for weather sealing and lockable night ventilation
gives the user the option of outside air circulation without
compromising security, the company says.
The Hautau Atrium SP Komfort sliding hardware
isn't Hoppe's only new product of late. The company
also now offers concealed multipoint locks for operable sidelites. These locks feature retractable engagement points and concealed strikes. Two lock sizes,
each with three locking points, are said to maximize
weather sealing capability for a range of panel heights.
A small, 1-inch backset accommodates narrow stile
designs. Operating trim is available in 10 finishes
❙❙➤ www.us.hoppe.com

DOORS
(Lift)Slide to the Side
Weiland® has a new liftslide configuration it's displaying at trade shows: the wX liftslide, a sliding door
with panels that stack to the interior or exterior of a
wall—without the need for a pocket. It is designed for
situations in which a designer wants to maximize the
www.dwmmag.com
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size of an opening, but can't accommodate a pocket.
One distinguishing feature of the large liftslide moving walls is the Weiland flush bottom track, which projects above the finished floor by only 3/16-inch, creating what the company calls a beautiful and seamless
transition between interior and exterior living spaces.
Both the standard and patented drainage flush track
systems used with the liftslides have been tested and
meet WDMA performance standards for air and water
infiltration, according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.weilandslidingdoors.com

A Folding Alternative
Panda’s Bi-Folding Door Systems offer all the benefits of folding doors as an alternative to sliding doors,
where large openings are concerned. They can be produced for virtually any length span up to 12 feet in
height with panel widths up to 42 inches. Track options
include standard high weather performance or a
recessed U-channel for an ADA- compliant and seamless transition from the interior to exterior spaces,
according to the company, and swing doors may be
integrated to provide an access point without having to
move more than one panel.
❙❙➤ www.panda-windows.com

The Prestige of MasterGrain

MasterGrain, a manufacturer of fiberglass entry doors,
has announced a new line of matching door systems
called the Prestige Collection. Complete systems are currently offered with matching door, plugless frame, SDL
bars, jambs, and brick mold. The Prestige collection will
be offered in mahogany, fir and cherry grains. Jambs and
brickmold will be available early July 2013.
Weber Grain Technology is a patented process that
May 2013
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the company says can replicate any natural surface. It
begins with hand selecting wood pieces to build a
door. A silicone casting picks up the details of the wood
grain that is transferred into a door mold using the
nickel vapor deposition technology. The mold produces fiberglass skins used on MasterGrain doors with
random grain depths and all the natural characteristics
of real wood.
MasterGrain’s Simulated Divided Light (SDL)
Collection is a matching grain fiberglass design intended to provide the look and beauty of true wood divided
lite. The collection is available in Colonial, Prairie and
Craftsman designs.
❙❙➤ www.mastergrain.com

Bilco's New Coat
The Bilco Co. has announced that its Classic Series
steel basement doors will now be offered with a factory-applied powder coat finish. Initially available on the
company’s most popular sizes, Size B and C steel sided
doors, this option offers what the company calls a
superior finish to conventional paint while eliminating
the time and expense required by the homeowner to
finish a door upon installation.

organic compounds (VOCs) are released into the air.
Over-sprayed powder can be recovered, resulting in minimal waste that can be disposed of easily and safely.
❙❙➤ www.bilco.com

New NanTucket Species
Simpson® Door Co.
has
expanded
its
Nantucket® Collection
exterior wood doors to
include Douglas Fir and
Sapele
Mahogany,
adding to the existing
Black
Locust
and
Nootka Cypress options.
Simpson manufactures the Nantucket
Collection using twopiece laminated stile
and rail construction
with a modified mortise-and-tenon joinery
technique. The tenons
and face-driven pins
are always made of
Black Locust.
The new Sapele Mahogany doors feature a ribbon
grain and reddish-brown color. The Douglas Fir doors
offer a tight, vertical grain. The Nootka Cypress doors
have a fine grain and honey color, while Black Locust
offers a distinctive wild grain pattern.
❙❙➤ www.simpsondoor.com

Don't Forget the Combination (Doors)

Powder coated basement doors will be available in four
standard colors: white, sandstone, light gray and brick.
According to Bilco, the powder coating makes metal
products durable, attractive, scratch-resistant and
ideal for exterior applications. The finishing process
starts with a free-flowing powder that is applied to the
metal door components with an electrostatic gun. The
powder adheres to the positively grounded components and is melted and fused together into a solid
coating in a curing oven.
Unlike liquid paint, no solvents are used in the powder
coating process, and only negligible amounts of volatile
30A
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Easy Change wood combination
doors by Combination Doors allow
builders to offer what the company
calls “a three-season room” by providing quick changing storm and screen
door inserts.
Unlike metal doors, the wood construction allows homeowners the
freedom to finish a three-season room
in any range of colors, door and grille
designs to fit with the rest of the
house decor.
According to the company, each door
is handmade of solid wood and engineered components, and can be customized to reflect the individual
tastes and styles of a home. Easy-Change locking
www.dwmmag.com
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devices lock storm and screen inserts in place; a tight,
rattle-free weather seal only requires a simple flick of
your wrist, company marketing material says.
The deluxe hardware and premium hardware kits
include lockset and hinge colors available in a choice
of brass, black or aluminum. The kits are described by
the company as easy to install and feature special tips
on finishing.
❙❙➤ www.combinationdoor.com
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Maple Park® decorative glass insert now comes in a
new Craftsman-sized lite in the Mission-inspired glass
line and is available with either black nickel or brushed
nickel caming.
Wellesley, Concorde and Kensington decorative glass
products can now be ordered with black nickel caming
in addition to the original offering of brushed nickel.
❙❙➤ www.thermatru.com

Insert Here
Wood Windows Screen Go Incognito2®

GlassCraft Door Co. has introduced a patented
VinciLites® Series of decorative “grille between the
glass” (GBG) inserts for fiberglass and steel doors. This
patented GBG doorlite features a decorative grille finished in antique black, mounted between two pieces of
tempered safety glass. Each decorative insert comes in
three glass texture options with varying obscurity levels-- including clear, fluted and rain textures—all of
which allow daylight to enter.

Genius Retractable Screen Systems, the Brookings,
S.D.-based designer and manufacturer of retractable
screens, has introduced the Incognito2, which allows
users to add screens to wood windows without detracting from the look wood windows provide.
Not only does the screen retract into a tiny recessed
housing so as not to obstruct the view when the screen
is not in use, but it is made using real wood veneer to
complement the finish of the window, according to the
company. Wood finishes are available in pine, alder, fir
and mahogany to match the wood grains of most wood
window manufacturers.
❙❙➤ www.geniusscreens.com

DECORATIVE GLASS
Its Tru! More Decorative Glass Lites
Entry door manufacturer Therma-Tru has
expanded its product line by offering new sizes and
styles for some of its decorative glass doorlites and
sidelites.
Kensington decorative glass, featuring an elongated
center floral design surrounded by decorative glass
pieces and with either black nickel or brushed nickel
caming, is now available in ¾-lite sizes for door- and
side-lites.
www.dwmmag.com

According to GlassCraft, GBG offers lighter and
more manageable weight, easier installation, sustainable, rust-resistant and authentic appearance of a real
wrought iron grilles.
❙❙➤ www.glasscraft.net
May 2013
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Look In a Book
Designers looking to the Andersen Art Glass
Collection can view 11 unique designs, grouped into
three series, in the company's art glass sample book. This
sample book features 10½- by 9-inch individual samples
of the designs that Andersen offers, each of which may
be pulled from the 3-ring binder and held up to a light
source to help clients visualize how the art glass looks.
The three series are the Frank Lloyd Wright® series, –
made under an agreement with the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation; the Artisan series—which consists primarily of clear glass panels balanced with geometric
shapes against organic lines; and the Classic Series—a
collection representing major architectural design
themes from the late 1800s through the 1930s, as well
as one southwestern-inspired motif. Caming in the
Classic Series art glass panels may be finished with a
gold or silver tone.
Each insert is available in a range of sizes that fit
almost all new or existing Andersen® windows and
patio doors.
❙❙➤ www.andersenwindows.com

WINDOWS
Switcheroo
Switchable projection windows by Scienstry, an
innovator in the film LCD field, are said to be able to
turn virtually any window into a TV screen while
retaining the full function of a normal window. It consists of two parts: 3G Switchable Glass and outdoor
rotary blinds. The glass is an liquid crystal display
(LCD) and can be turned from opaque to clear with the
flick of a switch. In its opaque state, 3G Switchable
Glass can be used as a projection screen. An outdoor
rotary blinds functions as a light shutter.
In its clear state, SPW has normal window functions
like opening, closing and visibility. By switching the
privacy function from clear to opaque, users are able to
use the projection screen function to show high quality of images for HD TV, movie or presentation and dryerase whiteboard functions. It also can be converted
into a touch screen.
❙❙➤ www.scienstry.us

Here Comes the Sun (Sensing Interlayer)
Pleotint LLC has announced a distribution agreement with Prelco Inc. of Reviere-du-Loup, Quebec,
Canada, enabling Prelco to incorporate Pleotint’s
Suntuitive interlayer technology into its proprietary
Prel-Shade thermochromic window offering. The
32A
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agreement grants Prelco exclusive rights to market
Prel-Shade windows with Suntuitive interlayer technology in eastern Canada, including Quebec, Ontario
and the Maritime provinces.

Suntuitive interlayer by Pleotint is a window interlayer for laminated glass that gradually darkens in
response to rising temperatures caused by direct sunlight, then cools as the sun moves across the sky,
returning to a clear, neutral state in cloudy or dark
environmental conditions.
Installation of windows with Suntuitive interlayer is
the same as other laminated IGUs and the companies
say it can be used in retrofits, new installations, commercial and for residential use. As a laminated glass
system, Suntuitive interlayer also provides (but is not
limited to) impact resistance, sound reduction, insulation, enhanced building security and a reduction in
interior glare.
❙❙➤ www.prelco.ca

Push It
Hurd, which announced
an all-new push out casement late in 2012, has now
added a new swing screen
option that is operational
with the turn of its lever
and a gentle push. The
casement’s sash swings
open and is held in place
by stainless steel friction
hinges. Depending on the
size of the unit, a single
point or multi-point lock
may be standard and
coastal locations can also upgrade the multi-point system to a stainless steel package for corrosion resistance.
To limit the sash’s extension for safety reasons, Hurd
www.dwmmag.com
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offers a standard limit device.
The push out casement is available in both aluminum clad wood and all-wood product lines and can
be configured in bay and bow combinations.
Hurd also offers two custom screen options specially designed for their push out casement.
❙❙➤ www.hurd.com

It's Timeline for a Makeover
Timeline Vinyl Windows has announced that it
implemented a total window makeover for the 2013
building season. According to the company, its premium vinyl casements, awnings, casement studio
units and direct sets now reach .20 U-Values (R5) by
incorporating triple-pane glass. Other new tweaks of
note for the company are the large 1-3/8-inch prepunched nailing fins which promote easy and watertight installations, nine types of factory-applied
extension jambs and new full-line product catalog.
Double- and single-hung products also feature a true
sloped sill.
Timeline’s quoting software, LiteBuilder, has been
updated with product changes for fast and precise
bid information and improvements were made to
the customer service website. Dealers can login to
download the new price book (including revised feature and benefits pages), view orders and submit
warranty service information. Brief videos, hosted
on Timeline’s YouTube channel, highlight the new
product enhancements. The consumer side of the
company website has also seen a reboot of sorts.
According to the company, new amenities on that
side include smooth search functions with accurate
details on products such as their 366/Neat Glass
option, an area designated for new products and a
functional dealer locator. A new product guide
assists the initial search process with details about
product types and options.
❙❙➤ www.timelinewindows.com

Who Doesn't Want an Ocean View?
Viwinco’s impact-resistant OceanView windows
now feature a variety of color and trim options. The
most in-demand exterior color laminates and interior woodgrains are available and the laminates feature Solar Shield Technology to reflect UV light and
reduce heat buildup, and resist scratching, moisture
and salt, which the company says makes them ideal
for coastal regions.
Trim options include 3 ½ inch flat casing and 2 ¼
www.dwmmag.com
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inch brick molding, both with either a picture-frame or
bull-nosed sill. The fully welded, factory-applied trim
comes complete with an extruded J-channel and is
offered in any of Viwinco’s colors. Color, trim options
and interior woodgrains are also available on all of its
Cambridge and S-Series windows.
In addition to its standard white, tan and clay vinyl
solid extrusions, the company has introduced four
exterior laminates: driftwood, hunter green, bronze,
and cocoa brown; they’re especially formulated to
withstand even the most severe weather conditions.
❙❙➤ www.viwinco.com

In the Garden
Ventana
USA
has
introduced
new options for
the Series 2050 and
Series 2051 garden
windows, including an LED lighting
kit
(hard-wired
only) and seamless
screens that use
bullet
catches
rather than manual clips to produce what the company calls a cleaner
look. In addition to custom exterior colors, the company now offers the option of finishing the interior
wood surfaces with a variety of Minwax® stains. The
new bullnose edging and interior trim kit with optional valance allows the installer to finish the job without
an extra shopping trip for trim.
❙❙➤ www.ventana-usa.com

Elements® of Soft-Lite
Elements by Soft-Lite are high-performance windows incorporating features such as K-Beam thermal
reinforcement with Kevlar, Comfort Foam
polyurethane insulation foam fill, Ultra-Smart triplefin weatherstripping, and Dura-Sill window sill
design. The Elements line by Soft-Lite is comprised
of a complete family of window models, including
double-hung, sliding, casement and awning, bow,
bay and garden windows – all available with an array
of Energy Star qualified glass systems and other
important options for customization, according to
the company.
Elements windows are available in the standard
white and beige windows, as well as an unlimited
May 2013
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continued from page 33

the market. The company also has brought market
terrace doors that can achieve sizes up to 10 feet tall
to market.
According to the company, all of its products have
met the impact resistant stringent Miami-Dade protocols and some even passed the Anti-Terrorism Force
Protection (ATFP) test.
❙❙➤ www.windoorinc.com

Go See the Botanica Garden

choice of exterior PVC Bond colors, four exterior foil
laminates and five interior woodgrains.
The company's Imperial LS casement window
comes with a low-profile, fold down handle and a lock
designed with a multi-point activator that engages
multiple sash locks with one lever. The Kingsroyal
Glide patio door incorporates comfort foam for efficiency, rice hull reinforcement for durability and a
two-point lock for security. Barrington vinyl windows
features, such as the Dura-Sill Engineered Sloped Sill,
state-of-the-art balance system and integral ergonomic lift rails.
❙❙➤ www.soft-lite.com

Still Growing
WinDoor Inc. in Orlando has developed 23 new
product lines in the past two years, according to the
company. It now offers operable windows in thermally broken aluminum and vinyl extrusions available on

The goal of the Botanica
Garden Window by Fen-Tech was
to architecturally engineer a window that would both be aesthetically pleasing and solve many of
the problems inherent with the
adapted older designs on the market, according to the company.
Key standard features include
narrow side profile, tempered top
lites, an insulated oak seat board,
tabless Ultraview screens, front
opening sash, 4 9⁄16-inch oak extension jambs (with wider jams available as an option) and dual-locking hardware.
The front opening sash concept increases the
structural strength of the overall framing system to
reduce or eliminate the need for underside supports, the company says, adding that custom sizes
are always available. Models include fully assembled or KD, glazed or unglazed and even full picture
with no opening sash.
❙❙➤ www.fentechinc.com

ProVia It
ProVia has announced the launch of its Aeris Wx1000
Series Windows, a design that it says places pre-finished, furniture-grade wood on the inside of the window with a welded vinyl frame and sash on the outside.
The windows come completely pre-finished and are
available in five exterior colors, with three wood species
to choose from for the inside. Solid oak, cherry or
maple can be ordered in any of 16 stain colors, or 16 different paint colors—all with a furniture-grade finish.
Windows come standard with Neopor® insulation
for energy efficiency, and 1-inch ComforTech DLAUV Warm Edge Glazing System, which the company
says meets Energy Star qualifying criteria for all climate zones, and high performance low-E coating for
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increased UV protection.
Three millimeter double
strength glass is standard
on all windows and doublehung windows come with
two integrated DualTech
sweep locks and tilt latches.
Aeris Wx1000 windows are
available as double hung,
casement, awning, slider,
picture, bay, bow, and various architectural shapes.
Additionally,
the
new
Wx9600 Aeris sliding patio
door series complements the
Wx1000 windows with its
real wood interior and maintenance free vinyl exterior.
❙❙➤ www.proviaproducts.com

MOULDINGS
Yuba Gotta Check This Out
Yuba River Moulding and Millwork Inc., manufacturers of pine mouldings, offer domestic
Ponderosa/Sugar Pine and Radiata Pine along with
MDF mouldings and are producers of solid lineal, solid
CTL, fingerjointed and MDF mouldings either raw or
primed. Bar coding application is available for material that must be barcoded.
The company also says it specializes in highly mixed
truck loads of pine mouldings and regularly produce
loads with as many as 40-50 individual profiles. Less
than truck load shipments are also an option.
Yuba River Moulding has recently added a third line
which it says will expand its production capabilities
and ensure shipments in a timely manner.
❙❙➤ yubarivermoulding.com
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gassing have been removed, with zero VOCs and zero
hazardous air pollutants.
According to the company, its stains work on any
wood product from cabinets, millwork, windows,
doors, flooring and furniture and is applied with existing coatings equipment; PureColor’s products are
spray on, no wipe, and can be used with manual or
automated systems. The product works on all wood
species and substrates including MDF and veneers.
❙❙➤ www.purecolorinc.com

TAPE AND SEALANTS
Do Your Research
Adhesives Research Inc., a developer and manufacturer of high-performance pressure-sensitive adhesives
(PSA), tapes, specialty coatings, films, laminates, product authentication and engineered microfiber technology, now offers ARclad® IS-872678 high performance
acrylic muntin mounting tape as a solvent-free bonding option for the production of simulated divided lites.
ARclad IS-872678 is a black, 1/32-inch closed cell
polyethylene foam construction coated both sides
with a high performance acrylic adhesive and features
a 4-mil blue polyproylene liner. This product offers
what the company calls an exceptional bond to a
broad range of substrates commonly used across the
industry without the need for abrasion, silane coupling

FINISHES/FILMS
Show Your PureColors
PureColor Inc. has created a category of wood coatings that includes the most environmentally sustainable wood finishes in the world, according to the company. Unlike conventional coatings, PureColor creates
color through a natural mineral reaction, mimicking
nature’s patina creation process by using small sized
minerals that embed within the wood fibers, which the
company says highlights the grain and figure of the
wood, and delivers rare color combinations. In addition, all petroleum products, carcinogens, and off
www.dwmmag.com
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continued from page 35

agents or other surface treatments. The custom-developed adhesive polymer resists temperature extremes,
humidity, ultra-violet degradation and exposure to
cleaning solutions, according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.adhesivesresearch.com

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
The Producers
Charles G. G. Schmidt & Co. Inc. has announced the
addition of standard insert tooling for all phases of
window and door production. The company now has
tenon heads, groovers, surfacing heads, stile and rail
cutters, panel raising cutters and router bits available
and also offers quality brazed tools as stock items. All
tooling is manufactured to customer specifications for
the particular type of machinery being used and are
manufactured to strict tolerances on the company's
CNC Lathes and our five axis milling centers. Custom
tools are a specialty.
❙❙➤ www.cggschmidt.com

LABELS
Hot Labels
Pres-On has introduced new Performa ultra hightemperature barcode labels that help manufacturers
identify individual pieces of glass through every
stage of production and distribution. However, PresOn says its Performa labels have a patented acrylic
adhesive that can be removed totally residue-free,
even after long-term exposure to high temperature
processing.
For maximum versatility, the labels accept most
types of printing ink systems including solvent, UV ink,
aqueous and thermal transfer. Standard size of the
white label stock is 4-inch by 4-inch. Custom sizes and
roll lengths are available upon request.
❙❙➤ www.pres-on.com

SOFTWARE
Frontier CADFlow
Friedman Corp's Frontier CADFlow allows customers to take advantage of the 3D design and visualization capabilities of Autodesk Inventor® to accelerate
the design and delivery of configured products while
reducing cost, according to the company.
The integration between the Frontier configuration
engine and Autodesk Inventor allows engineers to
36A
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leverage their CAD design skills when developing
Frontier product models. Design rules and constraints
defined in an Inventor model are recognized by
Frontier, and violations of those rules are reported
back to the user as they configure a product in Frontier.
Assemblies defined in Inventor can be used to directly
drive the multi-level work order structure in Frontier,
and the components defined in each sub-assembly
can be used to populate the bill of materials for each
work order in the structure.
❙❙➤ www.friedmancorp.com

COATINGS
Frame Your Defense
The latest in Cascade's approach to “Total Frame
Defense” can be found in its Woodlife® 111 treating
process, made of a blend of water repellent and
wood preservatives developed for the protection of
wood products. It is a clear penetrating, nonswelling, paintable, water repellent wood preservative that Cascade says controls the growth of decay
and staining fungi and surface mold and mildew to
meet the Window and Door Manufacturers
Association (WDMA) industry standard for water
repellant preservative.
Woodlife 111 is the latest in the company's Woodlife
line, which has been on the market to the millwork
industry for more than 40 years. It was developed to
treat millwork components to meet the Hallmark
Certification program of the WDMA.
❙❙➤ www.cascadewood.com

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
Foam Party
Spray-X glass cleaning
foam, by parent company of
the same name, is billed as a
versatile cleaner that works
on glass, windows, windows,
enamel surfaces, chrome, tile
and porcelain as well as other
hard surface. The non-ammoniated foam is described as
“heavy duty” and is said to
cling to vertical surfaces and
work safely on tinted surfaces.
❙❙➤ www.spray-x.com
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Safe. Sound. Secure. Certified.

Severe Weather® Doorglass.
Built by ODL®. Approved by Mother Nature.
ODL Severe Weather Doorglass products are designed to help keep your home and family safe.
Certified for usage in areas where winds can reach 180 MPH.
Visit www.odl.com/dwmSW to learn more.
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Hard Questions
About Hardware
by Tara Taffera

A

re customers asking for
window opening control
devices? When will automated door and hardware technology go mainstream? What do
European hardware suppliers offer
that U.S. suppliers don’t? What products do you need to offer to meet the
safety requests of consumers?
DWM sought to answer these
questions and more when we interviewed ten hardware suppliers for
this in-depth look at the door and
window hardware industry.

Wondering About WOCDs
One product category
gaining
attention
in
recent years is window
opening control devices
(WOCD). ASTM F2090,
Standard Specification
for
Window
Fall
Prevention Devices

with Emergency Escape (Egress)
Release Mechanisms helps protect
against potential falls by children
through open windows. This is done
by allowing the window opening to
be set at a predetermined position of
less than four inches and re-latch
automatically when fully closed. For
example, Truth Hardware’s casement
SafeGard WOCD provides a means
that the window, when opened in an
initial operation, will limit the venting to less than four inches.
“From the safety side of things
WOCDs are growing. This is code
driven,” says Aaron Mundt, CFBU
manager, hinged
window hardware for Truth
Hardware. “I
see that continuing
as
codes become

adopted more in the U.S.”
Dan Gray, director of business
development and product marketing for Roto Frank of America, says
the company partners with
Mighton Products to distribute its
Angel Vent Lock which “conforms
100 percent to the ASTM standard.”
“We are seeing all types of
increased activity through the
whole [WOCD] market,” says Gray.
“It started as a grassroots effort
where inspectors were requesting
this, then it started with the larger
window companies and now it is
moving down to mid-sized OEMs.
They want to have a WOCD solution for all of their window series to
satisfy requests from inspectors.”
Vision Industries also offers a
variety of WOCDs and Glenn
Paesano, national sales and
marketing manager, says a lot

Schlage offers its Nexia family of automated products but window manufacturers
say widespread adoption of automated products is still years away.
30
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Photo: Hoppe

Brushed nickel, shown below, is
what some experts say is a more
popular finish for hardware.

of states are mandating use of these
products for multifamily projects.
He says Vision is selling its WOCD
into these applications and “it is
gaining traction very quickly.”
Still, he says there is some industry reluctance to sell WOCDs.
“It’s a slow moving requirement
that the industry is resisting,” says
Paesano. “For me it is an opportunity to upsell but some don’t want
to sell it because it adds cost.”
Aesthetics play a large role in
what products manufacturers ultimately choose for their windows
(for more on aesthetics, see page 34),
and Lawrence Industries kept this
in mind when it designed its WOCD.
“We figured out a way to hide the
vent latches and that is incorporated within the WOCD,” says
Brandon Lawrence, vice president
of marketing there.

Still Selling Safety and Security
Charles Maves, national sales
manager for G-U/Ferco, says safety and security hardware is one
area in which the U.S. can learn
from Europe.
“Most
European
hardware companies
are geared more toward
security whereas in
North America it seems
to be focused more on
performance.”
Security is definitely
a growing trend and
for many companies
multi-point locks are
at the center of that
www.dwmmag.com

growth curve.
“That is our bread and butter,”
says Maves. He adds that sales of
automatic multi-point door locks
are growing as are an increased
interest in hardware for multislide/lift applications.
Jeff Shilakis, president, Hoppe
North America, adds that multipoint locks are also expanding from
their traditional uses in patio doors
to increased use in entry doors—but
it’s not necessarily moving toward
the front door for security reasons.
“The primary reason it was being
used was to improve the weatherresistance of the door,” says Shilakis.
“At the same time companies are
telling homeowners that as a benefit
it also offers increased security.”
Tim Eggebraaten, director of sales
and marketing for Amesbury agrees,
saying yes, a multi-point lock seals
the door but his customers look at
these products for the performance
of the door system—mainly to protect against ai r and water.
“This continues to be important
especially in tall doors where they
want a good seal as the lock helps
seal the door,” he says. “Yes, safety
is a concern but in general they
aren’t getting upgrades due to safety but mainly for performance.”
Homeowners seeking security
options aren’t looking for it just in
doors but windows as well.
Many suppliers, including Roto,
have products to meet these needs.
The company offers its corner drive
“which can be viewed as a way of
enhancing security measures of a

casement window,” says Gray. “When
you talk about security, the tilt-andturn window is largely built on a
security platform depending on how
secure you want to make it. We
equate it with performance because
we add a lock point around the sash.”

Tracking Automation
What about new technology?
Industry members say automation,
such as closing a window shade or
opening a door from your cell
phone, is present, but has yet to
materialize in large numbers.
Truth’s Mundt says his company
is noticing a trend toward more
motorized operators. “The request
is there to upgrade the technology
and work with devices such as
iPhones,” he says.
To sell these products, however,
the customers have to ask for it.
Vision’s Paesano says the demand is
not yet there.
“We work with shade manufacturers and we get automation
requests at that level,” he says. “We
also supply to the RV industry and
there has been some talk in that
industry, for example, of the roof
closing automatically.”
But most window manufacturers
strive to keep the cost down so many
don’t want to add this technology.
“The only time I have come
across it was to meet the American
with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements,” says Paesano.
Gray brings up the cost issue as
continued on page 32
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Hard Questions
About Hardware
continued from page 31

Trend Tracking
DWM asked representatives of various hardware suppliers to tell us the biggest
trends they see in hardware right now. Take a look at their varying responses:
Aaron Mundt, Truth Hardware, CFBU Manager, hinged window hardware:
“I would say increased performance and trying to use the same basic platform
to do that … as well as increasing size and weight in casements.”
Dan Gray, Roto Frank of America, director, business development and product
marketing:
“I think generically speaking for doors and windows, an enhancement of finishes
across the board, more colors and powder coat or plated finishes are big trends.
Homeowners want to match finishes from lighting to cabinets to sash locks to casement
hardware. It is more important than ever for a supplier to have the overall offering.”
“More and more folks look to upgrade from single- to double- to even triple-pane
for patio doors. More and more we are seeing it from OEM fabricators of moving
toward multi-point hardware which speaks to a growing concern from homeowners.”
Glenn Paesano, Vision Industries Group, national sales and marketing manager:
“We are seeing a trend toward upgrade options and plated materials and multifunctional interactive hardware.”
Tim Eggebraaten, Amesbury, director of sales and marketing:
“For my specialty in door hardware, I see the change in codes that are coming
in relation to air and water are pushing multi-point locks to get better in terms of
security and weather performance.”
“As far as aesthetic and finishes, popular finishes are oil-rubbed and stained
nickel and we see that going forward next year.”
Charles Maves, G-U/Ferco, national sales manager:
“The higher end of the market which had few players is seeing more competition from companies that normally wouldn’t be in that market … There is a little
less work and the emphasis is on the multifamily market.”
Jeff Shilakis, Hoppe North America, president and CEO:
“We are hearing a greater demand for multi-point locksets. I think there is the perception that there is an improved security in doors if you have more points locked.”
Tim O’Dell, Ashland, senior product manager:
“Apart from a lower cost all the time, which cost continues to be a big discussion, the number one trend I see is a contemporary, clean-line appearance and how
the hardware plays in. The hardware has to work perfectly but it has to work seamlessly. One of the things we do is look at the projection or footprint it needs to have
to make sure it has clean lines.”
Axel Husen, Interlock, vice president of sales and marketing:
“We recognize a trend toward automatic sash lock solutions. This was more of a
West Coast solution but we are getting more requests for this nationwide. Some of
it is due to ADA requirements. I assume it is also growing because it offers features
the window manufacturer can promote and sell to offer differentiation.”
“European solutions are still going strong and the lift-and-slide market is growing … We still see a lot of requests for products to support larger windows.”
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well and says, “We are not seeing the
cost benefit success to that right now.
The volume in that category will be
very small and is very much a niche
market. We don’t see a lot of volume
to justify dollars for automation.”
European-based supplier Hoppe,
has also looked into the automation/electronic side as it relates to
door and window products and
Shilakis agrees cost does present
challenges.
“We see this exclusively in the
higher end,” says Shilakis. “[From a
price perspective] people will look
at it then discount it right away.
There is a mental price point that
people have. Then they say it’s a
nice to have not a need to have.”
Paige Muhlenkamp, Schlage
brand manager, disagrees. She says
the company’s Nexia home automation system is being installed in
many builder communities—and
not just in high-end homes.
“This is a standard in many of
their communities,” she says. “We
are seeing it with homebuilders but
homeowners are also choosing the
technology to retrofit existing
homes. We have a lot of folks in the
specific niche of second homeowners. They are retrofitting their door
locks so they have access when
they are not there all the time—it’s
all about convenience.”
Hardware companies will continue to stay current with this technology as it evolves.
“With our European hardware
we have access to these products so
we will continue to these discussions,” says Shilakis. “Overall,
homeowners take a much more
pragmatic approach to whole the
door and are looking for things that
will give them the highest value for
energy efficiency and security.”
That’s not to say this segment
won’t grow, Gray adds.
“We equate it to the European tiltcontinued on page 34
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Two hardware companies
with a singular
focus

Roto North America now includes
Roto Frank of America and Roto Fasco Canada.
Two great companies with a combined heritage in North America for over 80 years,
our commitment to building great relationships and providing quality window and door
hardware to our customers is now stronger than ever.
• Customer-driven organization that provides unparalleled, personal service
• Comprehensive product line of North American and European window & door hardware
• Production facilities in US and Canada
• Reliability and quality you can trust
• Professional and accessible sales and technical support

Excellence in Window & Door Hardware

rotohardware.com

Your Partner in Window & Door Hardware

fasco.ca
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Hard Questions
About Hardware
continued from page 32

European
styles, such as
Fasco’s 2-point
mortise lock,
are gaining
consumer
interest.

a n d turn market,” he says.
“We are involved
heavily in that due
to the fact that our
parent company is
located in Germany. There was such a
lack of knowledge about European
products but now more and more
fabricators are becoming involved in
producing a tilt-and-turn window. It
provides them access to a whole different market. Now we have a proliferation of European products as people look to differentiate.”
Amesbury’s Eggebraaten says the
concept of “whole-home automation” is at the very infant state.”
“Customers are asking us what
technologies we have looked into and
what they can incorporate,” he says.
“I think we are a few years early in
terms of that being commercialized.”
Muhlenkamp has a very different
opinion. She points out that the
company launched its first keypad
lock in 2006.
“We see this evolving into connected door locks,” she says. “This
34
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is based on the whole notion that
the door lock can connect into the
home automation system—from
wherever they are as long as they
have access to the Internet.”
The company’s Nexia system,
which it launched approximately
two years ago, offers “neat” scheduling capabilities. For example,
maybe you want to give a code to
someone who comes in to walk
your dogs each Monday. Or maybe
you want to know when a child is
coming and going, so you get a text
message, explains Muhlenkamp.
“People are thinking a lot broader in terms of what security means,”
she says. “It’s not just the front door
lock. They want to put security in
their home. Instead of paying a
large fee to someone else this gives
you opportunity to do it yourself.”
Maves of G-U/Ferco says his
company does sell products to meet
requests for automated products.
“We are currently featuring our
biometric door entry system,” says
Maves. “It is not yet operated by a
smartphone but we have window
operators that can be operated by
iPhone or iPad. An iPad can open or
close a whole building. The number
of things it can do is truly amazing.
We have always had motorization in
residential but now we are seeing it
more in motorization of windows.”
Tim O’Dell, senior product manager for Ashland, says when it comes
to automation, it doesn’t have to be a
complicated system that is offered.
“We are not seeing fully automated systems that require motors … I
have seen failures of that as it gets
too complicated. Where I see
inroads is connectivity and how that
communicates with homeowners
via smartphone or other devices.”
Axel Husen, Interlock’s vice president of sales and marketing,
encourages companies to look to
the commercial market and the
automated hardware products
available there.

>I

“I do believe this will move to the
residential market and we expect
that,” he says.

Finishing off the Trends
Another trend many suppliers referenced was the role finishes play.
Many homeowners are interested in
these options due to aesthetics.
Hoppe’s Shilakis says he has seen
a shift from darker and rustic colors
to lighter-colored metals. “This goes
along with the trend toward more
contemporary designs,” he says.
He adds that many homeowners
are looking for continuity and carrying their finishes throughout the
home for example, in their door
hardware, cabinets, etc.
Other hardware suppliers, however, don’t notice this trend in such
wide use.
“Two to three years ago that was
a big deal but I am seeing that
fade,” says Interlock’s Husen.
“Maybe it’s because people are trying to be more competitive so they
are pushing lower-end products.”
Ashland’s O’Dell points out that
the window industry is not as fashion oriented as some others from a
finish perspective.
Whatever the trend, as some
manufacturers stated earlier, challenges still exist regarding current
market conditions.
“The low and high ends of the
market are selling well,” says
Paesano. “The middle of the market
seems to be down.”
G-U/Ferco’s Maves says the market still provides a somewhat
bumpy ride.
“It’s a roller coaster for these
guys [manufacturers],” he says. “It’s
a good month then a soft month.”
Hopefully the end result will be
more good months and a
smoother ride.
❙
Tara Taffera is the editor/publisher of
DWM/SHELTER magazine. She can be
reached at ttaffera@glass.com.
www.dwmmag.com
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MikronWood.® The beauty of real wood.
The advantage of a composite.

BEAUTIFUL
MikronWood uses solid-core
materials and is available in
several real wood veneers to
provide the beauty of wood
with all of the advantages
of a composite frame.
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VERSATILE
Available in all window styles, as
well as swing and slide patio doors,
for both replacement and new
construction markets.

DURABLE
Proprietary SuperCapSR™ color
technology ensures vibrancy and
long-lasting beauty with an exterior
color layer 12x harder than paint.

EFFICIENT
MikronWood window and patio
door systems meet or exceed
ENERGY STAR® requirements.

MikronWood delivers the best of both worlds. It has the beauty of wood that customers want,
but with up to 63% improved thermal performance compared to natural wood.
Plus, with solid-core composite materials that protect against moisture and the elements,
homeowners can be confident their investment will last for years to come.

Commit to quality by manufacturing a MikronWood system.
For more information, contact a Quanex sales representative or visit MikronWood.com/DWM.

www.mikronwood.com/DWM
www.mikronwood.com/magazinename
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— How Decorative Glass is Making a Comeback —
DISSECTING THE GLASS PURCHASE
Offers natural light.

Increases resale value.
Trend has moved
from larger doors to
smaller lites.

Homeowners looking
to remodel will opt
for glass.

Photo: ODL

Glass options for
every budget.

BY

CASEY

NEELEY

here does decorative glass fit into today’s market? As the deep recession that hit the door and window
industry over the past few years begins to recede, members of the industry say with the lessons they’ve
learned over the past few years, decorative door sales could come storming back. Touting the benefits
to customers, as well as knowing how to sell to consumers who quickly adapted to recession spending could help
increase those sales.

W
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Talk About Benefits

“Decorative glass lends a more elegant look for an
entry door,” says Lindsay Washington, owner of
Stained Glass Overlays in San Diego. “Glass is a great
option because it will allow natural light to flow into
the room versus a wood option. A lot of people are taking advantage of glass because of the natural light and
decorative glass lends tremendous beauty.”
Though members of the industry agree it is a more
expensive option, the added value decorative glass
offers to homes makes it a worthy investment.
“Aesthetically I think the consumer and visitors have
a good feeling with a decorative entry. It gives a warmer
and more comfortable feeling,” says Chris Kenyon,
owner of Kenyon’s Stained Glass Factory LLC in Grove
City, Ohio. “Re-sale value is a financial benefit because
it could shorten the length of time a house sits on the
market. Aesthetically, people can apply their personality to their homes without major changes.”
“From a financial perspective, a decorative lite will
cost a homeowner more; there are no cost savings
associated with a decorative lite over a solid door but I
think aesthetically homeowners can really upgrade the
decorative look of that entryway,” says Derek Fielding,
senior product manager for Therma-Tru.
“There is perspective. If you look at a home in which
the owners chose to invest in glass … the curb appeal
is a higher value,” he continues.
“Decorative door glass is a really strong statement for a
home,” says Amanda Fowler, channel marketing manager for ODL. “It’s one of the first thing people see and curb
appeal is very important. Utilizing decorative glass in a
door lets people know what your style is. I don’t think
people are shying away from the cost of decorative glass.
When they get it they don’t mind putting the money into
it because they know it’s going to be there for a long time.”

Have a Little Variety

Understanding varying price points and having
multiple design options could help win sales when it
comes to decorative doors.
“Even though some people think the price point for
decorative glass is high, there are glass options for
every budget,” says Washington.
“I think it’s important to have a spectrum of different price points available so that if customers find a
design they like but it’s out of their price range they can
still find something,” says Donna Contat, senior product manager for Therma-Tru. “I think having that
range allows you to have something in your portfolio
for everyone. You want to make sure you have a wellrounded portfolio to tackle the varying degrees of style
www.dwmmag.com
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and needs associated with the door systems.”
“Aesthetics are the number one purchase driver,” says
Follower. “Consumers are looking at number one, aesthetics and number two, price so we try to make sure we
have something that fits both of those for every option.”

Know the Consumer

In addition to offering a variety of options to fit consumers’ varying budgets, understanding current trends
in the decorative glass market can help draw new leads.
“We do market research across the different spectrum; one of the things we find is that people looking
to remodel will typically replace with glass. Even with
the downturn, we’re not seeing a drastic shift,” says
Contat. “Those who have had glass will stay with glass.”
“It’s important to make sure you’re staying up on
today’s trends and offering consumers what they are
looking for,” says Fielding.
“Each year we do consumer research,” says Fowler. “We
do online research with about 2,200 homeowners through
a third-party research company comparing our existing
designs to competitor designs and ask the a lot of questions such as purchase habits including where people purchase, why they purchase, how much they expect to pay;
lots of different trend questions about what they are doing
in the home and what they expect the door to do.”
“We get a lot of insight into what consumer preferences are for decorative door projects and that allows
us to have the most trend-savvy offering we can give
to our customers,” she continues. “We continuously
develop new decorative glass products; we’re exploring some things that will give us new and fresh looks.
As far as functionality, we continue to make sure we
are up to code and meet standards as codes change.
We’re really getting involved in the rebuilding of the
East Coast after Superstorm Sandy. We want to make
sure our glass is the safest option for the homeowner.”
For the browsing consumer, Fielding says ThermaTru offers tools to help them discover the right door
option on their own.
“We have some interactive programs on our website
for homeowners and contractors to be able to go on
there and explore,” says Fielding. “We have a program
called ‘Build Your Door’ on our website which allows
owners to go through and look at … the different entry
door selections and put in different pieces of glass and
they can save those creations and they can go back and
look at those entryways they configured … then take it
to a dealer to get a quote on it.
“There’s another software tool on our website called
continued on page 38
May 2013
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Opening Doors
continued from page 37

‘Picture Perfect’ designed for dealers and contractors
working with homeowners for replacement purposes.
They come out to the house, take a picture of the home
and can swap out doors on the home to give a visualization tool for homeowners to see how the door can
work with the home,” he adds.

On the Upswing

Photo: Kenyon’s Stained Glass

Though sales may have been weak over the past
few years, industry members agree the desire for decorative glass and sales continue to increase as the

38

market changes.
“Our decorative door glass sales are very strong,
we’ve seen a shift in the types and sizes people are buying,” says Fowler. “They’ve moved from large doors to
smaller lites. You’re seeing a smaller craftsman option
instead of a full lite.”
“I think it’s going to grow differently than it has in the
past,” she adds. “The sizes are going to change and that’s
going to be defined by the style of door people are chooscontinued on page 40

Kenyon says custom work was what helped keep his company afloat during the recession.
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Opening Doors
continued from page 38

ing. Traditionally, door glass has been very ornate, with
beveled glass, but we’re seeing a trend toward mid-century modern designs which are simpler and not so ornamental. All of the door manufacturers we supply are hitting the craftsman style. You have a lot of people renovating craftsman houses as well as new homes, which are
taking architectural cues from craftsman styles, so we’re
going to continue to grow that side of the business.”
“People are starting to reach out again for the more
expensive decorative glass options for their homes now,
versus during the recession when they opted for the less
expensive option, or nothing at all,” notes Washington.
“It’s still not one of the needed materials and I don’t
think the economy is back where it was at its height. I
think people who are loosening their wallets are opting
for decorative glass, but I don’t think decorative glass is
something average consumers are considering as
much for their projects,” she adds.
Though the market isn’t back to pre-recession levels,
some members agree it will eventually see a significant
upturn.
“Being on the custom side of things, the remodeling

Stand Up

sales are what kept us going. With housing starts
increasing decorative glass is likely on the tail of that,
not the front,” says Kenyon.
“Decorative glass is poised to grow,” states Contat.
“The trends of including sidelites, homes getting
smaller and rounding out your whole door system
may change but if somebody has a lite in their window now, they want to replace it. You won’t see people
trading down. When you think of the new homes that
are being built, I think decorative will always play a
role in it and grow as long as you are offering things
that they like.”
Kenyon says he imagines the market as the
Kentucky Derby, with everyone poised and ready, waiting for the buzzer to go off and the gates to open.
“We learned a lot over the last five years, though, so
we’re looking at some growth in 2013,” says Kenyon. “I
think everyone got smarter and they’re waiting to get
out of the gates and start the race.”
❙
Casey Neeley is the assistant editor of DWM magazine. She
can be reached at cneeley@glass.com.
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BY TARA TAFFERA

FOCUS ON DEALERS

hink like a homeowner for a
minute—one who wants to
fully research his online purchase but doesn’t want to deal with
high-pressure sales reps. He wants to
consider his options carefully in the
privacy of his home, compare products based on price and other factors
then, with a click of the mouse, make
his purchase. If you think this scenario works only for music downloads or books, then you would be
wrong. Doors and windows are being
bought this way, so now the homeowner only needs to interact with the
installer who comes to the house.
A Google search of “buying windows for home online” yields 425,000
results. At the top of that list is thehouseofwindows.com.
“Factory
direct, fast turnaround lowest prices
guaranteed,” is what you’ll find during a visit to that site. The website
also tells homeowners how to measure their windows and that the site
offers national shipping.
In this age of online pricing,
secure sites to make purchases and
a savvy online buyer, it’s no surprise

T

that even high-ticket items such as
windows could be part of this mix.
Granted, it may be at lower numbers, but it is happening.
“I would say, that in terms of companies selling windows online, it’s
not as widespread as other product
categories and that’s because it’s a
custom
product,”
says
Bob
DeStefano, online marketing strategist, who works with a variety of
industries and has spoken to distributors at various meetings of the
Association of Millwork Distributors.
“This model relies on a knowledgeable consumer who really knows
what they want. Traditional distributors truly can succeed by providing
that added value.”
But it’s much more than adding a
tab to your website offering national shipping. DeStefano says the
companies that will excel in this
arena are the ones who lead with
their knowledge and embrace content marketing.
He points to a company in the
food service industry who does it
well: foodservicewarehouse.com.

Percent US Shoppers

I can shop whenever I want

Percent Global Shoppers

Quicker than visiting shops

The site’s premise is simple: it sells
supplies and equipment that a
restaurant owner would need. But
it doesn’t stop there.
“They have provided differentiation by embracing content marketing,” he says. “Visitors can access a
rich library of information such as
how to start and market a restaurant.
“Lead with your strengths,” says
DeStefano. “If you can lead with
that knowledge you will provide
that differentiation.”
If you’re still skeptical saying,
“This won’t happen with windows:
it’s too much of a custom product,”
DeStefano warns you to think
again. He points to blinds.com—a
site that sells a custom product
with lots of different options.
“They are not only providing
self-service tools but they also provide a number of interactive tools
so a shopper can have a real-time
dialogue with a live salesperson via
video chat,” he says. “So it’s not
replacing customer service and
interaction but it’s giving advantages remotely.”

Low prices/better offer

Easier than visiting shops
Easier to compare products and offers
Better variety
To buy products unavailable elsewhere
Easy home delivery for big/heavy items
Better product information
Easier to find favorite brands

Source: Price Waterhouse Cooper
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Dispelling the Myths

If you’re still skeptical, meet Dan
Wolt, owner of Zen Windows and
Doors, a successful window company in Columbus, Ohio. By the
time Wolt meets his customer, it’s to
accept the check as almost 100 percent of his sales are placed online.
How does he get all this business?
It’s not through advertising.
“The only people who are going
to request an estimate are the ones
who find me online,” says Wolt.
“Otherwise people find me through
referrals or Angie’s List. “All of the
people who come to me are buying
windows.”
Here’s how it works at Zen: A
potential window buyer finds Zen
Windows on the Internet and
emails the company for a quote.
That email goes directly to Wolt
who responds immediately. If the
homeowner has questions Wolt has
those answers already prepared
and fires those off to the homeowner. The homeowner goes online,
makes the window purchase and
only pays for the job once completely satisfied. Wolt says the
process goes so smoothly in fact
that when he asks the homeowner
if they would like to see a sample of
the window they usually say no.
“A sales rep would go out and
burn their day,” says Wolt. “My bid
is competitive because I cut out all
that process throughout the day of
driving to your house, etc. So by
emailing out all these bids I can do
competitive pricing.”
He says this all happens while
another guy has dropped the price
“a million times,” and the other guy
www.dwmmag.com
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never called the homeowner back.
That being said Wolt does not sell
his windows online nationally,
though he receives “at least two or
three inquires a day from people
who live in other states.”
“I can’t control my brand if I
would ship to California,” he says.
Zen has sent installers to Indiana
or Michigan and the farthest
installers have gone was about
eight-and-a-half hours to Lebanon,
Pa., where that homeowner bought
27 windows online in 42 seconds
for a price tag of $17,000.When the
company received an inquiry from
a couple in Chicago he asked his
installers if they wanted to drive
there and they agreed.
“I asked that couple: What made
you choose Zen over others?” says
Wolt. “‘We didn’t get any other estimates,’ they answered. You spent 20
grand?” questioned Wolt. “‘Yes,
that’s how we like to shop. You
answered everything. We don’t
want pressure.’”
DeStefano agrees that this
stress-free environment is a big
reason homeowners make purchases such as these online, and
he mentions other advantages for
a business as well.
“You can broaden your reach easily,” he says. “If you successfully
employ self-service tools you have
the ability to serve a wider audience. In addition you can automate
a number of processes that used to
be manual and provide a greater
differentiation by offering interactive tools.”
continued on page 44
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Dan Wolt says his online strategy allows him
for time to spend with his wife and triplets.

Does Sales Tax Play a Role?

Did you know that if Homeowner A in
Illinois purchases windows online from a
company based in Michigan Homeowner
A isn’t charged sales tax? But if
Homeowner A’s neighbor walks into a
retailer in Illinois, he is charged the sales
tax at the point of purchase. Granted,
Homeowner A still has to self-report that
tax to the state and file it on his taxes;
often times this doesn’t happen. Some
say this creates an unfair advantage to
that online company, which spurred
introduction of the Marketplace Fairness
Act. The legislation was discussed at the
recent meeting of the National Lumber
and
Building
Material
Dealers
Association (NLBMDA).
Ben Gann, NLBMDA director of legislative affairs, said the bill would “fix
the current competitive imbalance,
ensure a viable marketplace for all
retailers and promote a more stable and
efficient revenue stream for state and
local governments.
“Local retailers must collect sales tax
at the time of purchase while out-ofstate online retailers do not” which
“distorts the marketplace and local
companies are at a competitive disadvantage … The amount of online transactions keeps going up,” he said.
“This is costing states and localities
billion in revenues,” he added. “There
is a need for a legislative solution …
state governments are losing 23 billion annually.”
At press time, the Act was being discussed in the Senate.
May 2013
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Icontinued
Want
it
Now
from page 43

Drawbacks and Impacts
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Though there are definite advantages of going this route it’s not just
about placing your catalog online,
says DeStefano.
And, although it is working for Zen,
DeStefano says, “Online can’t replace
that face-to-face. Ideally a company
can provide the combination of
online tools and still have an outside
salesforce to call on the customer.”
While Wolt is a CEO who has
embraced the online market, this
isn’t the case across the board. In
fact, in a recent Price Waterhouse
Cooper Digital IQ study, only 56 per-

cent of respondents say their CEO is
an active champion in the use of
information technology to achieve
the corporate strategy. “This visionary gap means that a change in attitude needs to take place. Instead of
viewing digital channels as a competing channel, as many might,
retailers instead need to understand
that it is one business overall and
focus on satisfying customers across
all channels,” according to the study.
Keep in mind that buying online
may work better for a certain group
of customers. “In some ways it’s a
generational
difference,”
says

International View: Stats Say No to Buying Online
The door and window industry here in
the U.S. often looks to Europe when it
comes to the latest cutting-edge window
designs. So how does that continent stack
up when it comes to their online window
purchases? Roto Frank of America performed research on that very topic and
survey respondents were asked whether
they would purchase windows online. The
results of that survey were discussed during an international press event the company hosted in November 2012 by professor Manfred Guellner who said the overall result was “a clear no.”
Here’s a look at the numbers: 80 percent in Germany, 79 percent in Benelux
countries, 71 percent in Poland and 66 percent in Spain said they would “rather
not/definitely not” buy windows online. Only 13 percent (Germany) to 33 percent
(Spain) would “maybe” or “definitely” buy online. Those aged 18-30 years are more
likely to consider this possibility than other age groups.
Following are additional key conclusions from the survey discussed by Guellner:
1. The Internet will become increasingly important in the future for purchasing
windows, since its acceptance and use is very strong among younger generations.
2. At the moment, however, most consumers still mainly rely on local dealers and
tradesman as a source of information; the web only plays a marginal role.
3. In the foreseeable future, the Internet cannot replace personal advice and
information.
4. The vast majority of consumers are not buying online.
44
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DeStefano. “The younger generation
is more comfortable making purchases online while baby boomers
still like to do it the old way.”
Wolt says that this customers run
the gamut from young to old.
“You would think it would just be
the younger generation,” he says,
“but I have a lot of seniors who do
this because they don’t want to deal
with salespeople. What 65-year-old
widow wants to let a strange contractor in her house? Then we have
the younger ones who are used to
Amazon and eBay.”
This works well due to the fact
that the online customer has no
risk as no money is exchanged.
In the last ten years the distribution chain has changed dramatically. Big box, one step, two step—it
sounds more like a new dance fad
than a way to sell building products. This model is having another
impact on the chain.
“We are at a point where distributors who have not embraced this
model risk their viability in the
future,” says DeStefano. “In many
ways the web is the great equalizer.
A great website presented by a
small and new company can be
viewed in a higher stature. It’s time
they think of how they can leverage
ecommerce and the web.”
Wolt acknowledges that, yes, the
Internet has changed the way windows are sold. Yet even still, he
always sold on a different model.
“I gave them their bid. I’m not
going to call them. I don’t follow
up,” he says. “People still believe
that if you don’t sell them that day
you won’t sell them … No one likes
to be pressured. People love to buy
but hate to be sold.”
❙
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= Superior window performance
It’’s not complicated…the use of TGI-Spacer equals achievement of today and tomorrow’s
most stringent thermal demands. Our 35+ years of worldwide fenestration systems
experience enables us to provide a warm edge spacer solution that delivers distinctly
improved U-factors, excellent gas retention, condensation and mold reduction, and
long-term durability in all climates. Our local and global network of industry specialists
is ready to assist with all steps of the design and manufacturing process to create
the high performance window or insulating glass units required by today’s demanding
energy codes.
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f you’re a door and window
dealer attending an industry
event and a speaker starts talking about search engine optimization (SEO), robots (no, not that
kind) and metatags, do you tune
out and start building your task lists
for the coming week? Do you use
the time to catch up on your
emails? If you are you may be losing
valuable leads and unknowingly
sending potential customers to
your competition. It’s not because
your competitor has a better window, it’s simply because that particular homeowner was searching the
Web and never found you.
To make sure that doesn’t happen to you take some advice from
Ben Landers, president, Blue
Corona, an award-winning web
marketing and analytics company.
Blue Corona analyzed more than
3,000 door and window company
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websites and found what factors
help influence website rankings.
“With consumers spending more
time online researching and evaluating products and services, a welloptimized website is quickly
becoming a door and window company’s most valuable marketing
asset,” says Landers. “Savvy door
and window companies are using
their websites and overall presence
online as a cost-effective way to
increase brand recognition and
generate leads and sales.”
Consumers are using the Web to
research door and window products, inquire for more information
and make a buying decision.
Landers says a well-optimized website must:
• Be found on the first page of
Google and other search engines
for relevant keywords;
• Entice the searcher to click/visit
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the site;
• Quickly engage the visitor with
great information and build trust;
and
• Use targeted calls-to-action to
capture the visitors contact info
or initiate a phone call.
He adds that most companies
treat their websites as if they are
digital brochures when they should
be treating them like “virtual sales
reps”—where a “sale” is a qualified
lead. Again, when the homeowner
surfs the Net for dealers in your
area and doesn’t find you that’s a
lead lost.
How did Blue Corona do such
extensive research? In 2012, the
research firm developed a special
piece of software to analyze websites from an online marketing perspective. The sites were ranked
based on Blue Corona’s knowledge
and understanding of SEO and
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online marketing, says Landers.
All in all, it analyzed more than
3,000 door and window websites,
700,000 individual website pages
and 100 million backlinks. The sites
evaluated ranged from local contractors to international manufac-
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turers and came from more than 25
major U.S. markets.
“Our goal of the analysis was to
distill key insights from the data to
give our clients a competitive
advantage in the marketplace and
to provide other business owners
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with a sense for how their websites
compare to others in the industry,”
he adds.
Landers gives an overview of
those key criteria:
continued on page 48
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continued from page 47

Sitemaps
A sitemap is a list of webpages,
typically organized in a hierarchical
fashion, associated with a particular website. It can be formatted and
made accessible to search engine

crawlers or human visitors as an
HTML or XML file. (See chart on
page 47 for data on how many door
and window company’s have
sitemaps).
Before your eyes glaze over and

FOCUS ON DEALERS

SATISFY ALMOST ANY SPEC YOUR
CUSTOMERS CAN DREAM UP.
Performance mandates? No problem. Reduce costs? No problem.
Increase strength? Save space? Improve aesthetics? No problem.
Introducing the re-mastered System 700, engineered for
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you start working on that task list,
consider the fact that Google and
the other search engines cannot
rank pages they cannot find.
“A properly structured sitemap
can make it easier for search
engines find and index more of
your website’s pages,” says
Landers.

Words and Pages

ANY WAY THEY WANT IT.
THAT’S THE WAY YOU NEED IT.

Door & Window Market
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Another crucial point for a website
is the number of pages on a site—a
factor some may deem inconsequential. Not so, says Landers.
“Google and the other search
engines do not rank websites per
se,” he says. “They rank webpages. When properly optimized,
each page of a website represents
an opportunity to rank organically for a set of closely related keywords. All other things being
equal, a website with more pages
will have more visibility in the
organic search results and generate more traffic, leads and sales
than a comparable site with fewer
pages. (See chart above f or data
on the average number of site
pages for a door and window
company).
But wait, within those pages
another crucial element is the
words per page. Landers points
out that search engines rank
websites and webpages based on
relevance
and
authority.
Relevance is largely determined
by the content on each webpage
and search engines find plain text
to be the easiest content to read
when compared to audio, image
or video. (See chart above for data
on the average number of words
per page for a door and window
company).
“By studying thousands of websites, we’ve determined that websites with pages averaging 500 or
more words per page tend to be
perceived as more relevant than
www.dwmmag.com
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sites with more sparsely populated pages,” he says.

Backlinks
Links are crucial to a sites success as well, particularly backlinks. Anytime one website links
to another, the website being
linked to is said to have acquired
a
backlink,
says
Sanders.
Backlinks are also frequently
referred to as hypertext links,
incoming links, inbound links
and inward links.
“Search engines want to connect searchers to the most relevant
and authoritative websites—given
a particular search query,” he says.
“The number of backlinks—and
where they are coming from—is
one way search engines measure a
website or webpage’s relevance
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and authority. More links from
topically relevant and authoritative websites mean higher relevance and authority scores from
the search engines.”

Other Ways to Improve
Website Performance
We all know that a great deal of
attention should be paid to a company’s web presence and there are
many factors to consider. Landers
says these include:
• A large and easy to read phone
number;
• An online contact form;
• Accolades from credible sources;
• Specific calls to action (CTAs);
• A blog;
• Testimonials/social proof; and
• Web video.
Landers admits that due to the
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coding variations of the websites
analyzed, it is difficult to pinpoint
all of these items but he did find
that approximately 27.5 percent of
the sites analyzed have testimonials and approximately 15 percent
have a blog.

How Does the Industry Rank?
“When you review the top ranking window and door websites we
analyzed, you immediately see
that the vast majority of them get
it,” says Landers. “They treat their
websites as if they were virtual
sales reps. The top companies
accurately track their website
activity (just like you would track a
sales rep’s contacts, appointments,
proposals, revenue, etc.) and they

Things aren’t
what they
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continued from page 49
Title Tag

7KLVVKRXOGKDYHNH\ZRUGVVSHFLILFWRWKHSDJH\RXಬUHRQ6WDUWZLWK
specific, then get more general. Google will display the first 65
characters.

Meta Description (not seen below)

<RXUZHEVLWHಬVPHWDGHVFULSWLRQZLOORIWHQGLVSOD\ULJKW
below your title tag in the organic search results. A
well-ZULWWHQWDJFDQKHOS\RXಯZLQWKHFOLFNರ

Social Media Profiles

Social media profiles can
lead visitors away from
your website, so we
recommend including them
RQWKHಯWKDQN\RXರSDJH
following a web-form
submission (as opposed to
on your homepage as
seen here).

URL

Having a target keyword
in your URL can be
beneficial.

FOCUS ON DEALERS

Navigation

A well-planned navigation
makes it easy for people
to find what they are
looking for.

Phone Number

Phone numbers should be
large and easy to find. Call
tracking software should
be used to accurately
attribute leads to different
web traffic sources.

Contact Form

Make it as easy as
possible for prospective
customers to contact you.

Credibility Symbols

Body Text

Endorsements from well
known names provide
third-party validation for
prospects that may not
already be familiar with
your brand.

'RQಬWXQGHUHVWLPDWHWKH
importance of keywordrich body text. If you want
to be found for certain
keywords, you must use
them in your body text!
The highest ranking sites
have between 500 and
750 words per page.

Headings

Choose a title for each
SDJHWKDWಬVGHVFULSWLYHRI
WKHSDJHಬVFRQWHQW%H
sure to use <h1> tags.

Cross Links

Help visitors find related
content on your site with
cross links. Avoid generic
ZRUGVOLNHಯFOLFNKHUHರLQ
your links; instead use the
most relevant keywords
as the anchor text.

Subheadings

Help people and search
engines find the important
sections of your website
using subheadings. Be
sure to use <h2> and <h3>
tags.

Special Offer

<RXGRQಬWKDYHWRJLYH
something away for free,
but a clearly written offer
gives visitors an action to
take, if they are
impressed with what they
see.

Images

Images help your
prospects visualize your
products and help to make
your page easier to read.
Make sure you use
descriptive alt tags in your
images to help search
engines know what you are
displaying.

Customer Testimonials

Visitors trust the opinions
of people like them, and
testimonials help visitors
make a decision.

Sitemap

Sitemaps list all the pages
on your website and help
to increase the likelihood
that they will be found,
crawled, indexed, and
ranked.

Blogs & News

Keep your site content
fresh with frequently
updated blog posts and
news items.

7KLQJVWR$YRLGಹ
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market themselves online in a
deliberate way.”
But that doesn’t hold true when
you broaden your perspective and
look at the whole of the door and
window industry.
“You quickly see that most
companies—by evidence of their
website—do not understand or
appreciate the importance their
website can play in driving sales
growth,” says Landers. “They have
very few pages on their website
and very few words per page. This
means they will never generate a
significant number of web visits,
leads or sales from their sites.
They’re not accurately tracking
their website activity and you
know what they say, ‘you can’t
maximize what you fail to measure and track.’”
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Strybuc Industries carries all
brands of Multipoint Locking
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Cylinders
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M&M News and Products
BUSINESS REPORT

Moulding and Millwork Companies
Report Business is Up
MOULDING & MILLWORK

hen members of the
Moulding and Millwork
Producers
Association
(MMPA) met in March for its annual
meeting in Scottsdale, Ariz., they took
on the heavy issues facing members.
First up was hiring. Jerry Bach of
Safety Center Inc. presented on
strategies for hiring and retaining
employees from the Z Generation,
categorized as those born between
1994 and 2004. With a national
unemployment rate of 7.7 percent,
it seems unfathomable that finding
quality workers would be such a
huge issue to MMPA members.

W

Factors such as location play a role.
“In Montana it is hard to come by
labor, especially the kind we need,”
said Geri Freeman of Plum Creek.
Another factor is the extension of
unemployment benefits. Workers
may choose to delay re-entering the
work force or chose not come back
at all, as noted by John Morrison of
Sunset Moulding Company.
For younger workers, according
to Bach, the type of work can be
monotonous and not necessarily
appealing to a new generation of
hyper-connected “speed demons”
with short attention spans. Bach’s

MMPA Celebrates 50 Years
Members of the Moulding and Millwork Producers Association (MMPA), celebrated its 50th year of membership during its winter business meeting. Amid a
flurry of recent good news about residential remodeling and new construction
and a record-setting Dow Jones that has stocks—at least temporarily—emerging
from the so-called Lost Decade, the consensus mood among the leading producers of moulding and millwork products is positive.
The meeting kicked off when association president Les Baker of Best
Moulding Corp., hosted a luncheon in which he recognized sponsors and handed out service awards. The luncheon wrapped up with reflective comments by
Frank DeMott, longtime industry veteran of Best Moulding, who has not missed
an association meeting since 1968. His comments involved stories from years
past that showcased basic business principles that guided mills through tough
times and illustrated the value of the MMPA.

At the gala reception Mark and Trish Setzer (Setzer Forest Products); Frank and
Helen Demott (Best Moulding Corp.) and Pete and Mimi Delaney (Port-O Lite)
celebrate in style.
52
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session ultimately offered strategies to appeal to the new generation by understanding how they
think (quickly, independently and
with smartphone in hand) and
what they want out of their careers
(constant learning, genuine contribution, fast pace with the opportunity to do different things).
Next up was the American
Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 and the
new health care provisions. Scott
Biesecker of CPA firm Turlington &
Company LLP, touched on these two
convoluted issues that face all
American businesses: In an entertaining presentation mixed with
stats and personal opinions,
Biesecker noted the health care
changes and their effects are yet
unclear. He noted that conspiracy
theories and skepticism abound, but
it remains to be seen how it will play
out and what are the consequences.
Regarding the tax situation, he was
reassuring. “This tax act is not going
to hurt as much as you think.” On
what our politicians need to do, he
was crystal clear. “Something has to
be done about Congress playing
chicken with the economy.”
Following these sessions Morrison
led an around-the-room pulse-taking session on the market by asking
moulding and millwork companies,
paint companies and machinery
manufacturers to talk about what’s
happening in their markets.
“Business has picked up substantially over the past six to 10 months,”
said Bob Heskett of West Coast
Machinery. Robert Slater of Stiles
Machinery agreed. “Business is definitely up. We saw this trend starting
back in January 2012. We had a huge
IWF [International Wood Fair show]
www.dwmmag.com
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and that continued for 30 days afterward.” Clause Staalner of Brookhuis
added, “It’s great to see the industry
smile again. Business across the
board seems to be good.”
The wood and MDF suppliers
noted the same trend. “The last
couple months have been picking
up,” said Jim Cadwell, Regal
Custom Millwork. “We’re seeing a
healthy demand,” said Allen Dyer
of East Coast Moulding Company.
“Markets are coming back. We’re
even seeing some custom homes
come back in the mountains.”
Very evidently, demand for moulding and millwork products is back.

Where’s the Wood?
As building sites lay vacant and
hammers lay silent through the housing drought, many domestic saw
mills shut down. “Mills weren’t just
mothballed,” said Morrison. “They
were taken out.” His sense is that it
may take three or four years before
the supply will catch up. “Demand is
flexible, but supply is not,” added
Gian Carlo Marodin of Araupel SA.
For the wood and MDF companies, it was a near consensus that the
biggest challenge facing the industry
this year, and for the next few years, is
the availability of raw materials.
Foreign and domestic wood supply is
challenged to meet demand from an
improving housing industry.
“There’s more demand and not
enough supply, and we don’t see
that changing anytime soon,” said
Freeman.
Suppliers such as Arauco Wood
Products continue to source material and meet demand as best as
possible. Arauco’s Mark Young
noted that his company doesn’t
www.dwmmag.com
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The MMPA meeting offered members several opportunities to share the challenges
they face and the overall state of the industry which members report is on the way up.
take it lightly that they can’t fulfill
their customers demand.
Where the additional supply will
come from is not an issue of consensus. Overseas supplies from
countries such as Chile and Brazil
will continue to grow, according to
Marodin, and domestic mills must
get lines up and running.
Another round table discussion,
this one moderated by Al Delbridge of
East Coast Moulding Co. and MMPA
vice president, was designed to tackle, among other issues, the supply
shortage and work out solutions.
Allocated only so much product,
moulding and millwork producers
must carefully address pricing
issues and not get too far down the
road while prices remain volatile.
Craig Young of TLC Mouldings,
on the topic of being pressured by
customers to price out a project six
months down the road, said simply
“Don’t do it.”
While the pipeline issues continue to challenge moulding and millwork producers, it isn’t necessarily
apparent to their customers. Most
agree they need to take care of their
best customers first, even if it
means cutting ties with smaller, or
difficult, customers.
And what if supply doesn’t catch
up in time? As prices rise and inventory shrinks, it will be important to
communicate to customers what’s

>I

happening. Cliff Stokes of Pacific
MDF noted his company decided to
exhibit at the International Builders’
Show this past February so they
could interface directly with
builders, and make them aware of
the supply issues they face.
Since volume is not the achievable goal, success depends on getting the right customers and helping them grow, on educating the
supply chain about the situation,
and dealing with the delicate issue
of price increases down the chain.
On issues of capacity and production, the group aimed to quantify how much additional moulding
production they were capable of
handling by answering a hypothetical question—if supply were not
an issue, how much more could
you take on? Answers varied from
10-30 percent, depending on which
companies would be willing to add
a third shift (a couple) and which
companies felt they had enough or
could hire enough employees with
the right skills (one or two).
In summing up the state of the
industry, Morrison noted that in
recent meetings going back a few
years, concerns had been about
trucking, a sagging economy and
managing major cash flow issues. It
was a different tune today.
“Profit is no longer a dirty word,”
added Young.
❙
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Ones to Watch

PROMOTIONS

Harvey Building Products
Promotes Barreira to President
Waltham, Mass.-based Harvey
Building Products promoted Jim
Barreira to president,
making him the company’s first new president in 27 years.
Barreira joined Harvey
in 1979, beginning his
career in the Waltham
Jim
branch warehouse folBarreira
lowed by the Woburn,
Mass., plant where he took on
more responsibility in various
manufacturing and administrative roles. In 1991, Barreira
became vice president of manufacturing and the youngest officer
in Harvey’s history. In 2005, he
was promoted to executive vice
president and general manager.

MIWD Promotes Mike Ohlin
to Director of Operations
MI Windows and
Doors announced that
Mike Ohlin has been
promoted to director of
operations.
Ohlin joined MIWD
in 2002 as corporate
Mike
purchasing manager
Ohlin
and since then has held
numerous roles including his oversight of inventory management,
business integration, cost stan-

dardization and communications.
In this new role, Ohlin will be
directly responsible for managing
the purchasing team, materials
management, logistics and managing the full integration of its
enterprise resource planning system across all divisions of the
company.

FeneTech Europe Names
Krenn Sales Director
FeneTech Europe SARL, the
Luxembourg-based sister company FeneTech
Inc.,
has
named
Christian Krenn as
sales
director
for
Europe.
Krenn joined the
Christian
company in September
Krenn
2012 as sales manager
for Germany, Austria and the
other European German-speaking countries. He will now be
responsible for managing, monitoring and developing the market
for the company’s software across
all of Europe and for leading the
European sales team.

REORGANIZATIONS

Ventana Reorganizes
Sales Team
Ventana USA announced a reorganization of its sales team to service its customers and prospects
more effectively. Kevin Reilly and

NEW HIRES

PPG Appoints Sklarsky as EVP of Finance
PPG Industries has added Frank S. Sklarsky as executive
vice president of finance reporting to chairman and CEO
Charles Bunch. Also, effective August 1, Sklarsky will be
named PPG executive vice president and chief financial officer (CFO).
David B. Navikas, currently PPG senior vice president of
Frank S.
finance and CFO, will continue in his current role until August 1,
Sklarsky
and will then continue as senior vice president in a senior leadership role that will be announced later.
Most recently, Sklarsky was executive vice president and chief financial officer of Tyco International Ltd.
54
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Andrew
Rodriguez
have been appointed
regional sales managers. Reilly will focus
on the central and
western U.S.,
Rodriguez will
Kevin
concentrate
Reilly
on the eastern
U.S. Reilly has been with
Ventana for more than
eight years, Rodriguez for
almost two years. Prior to Andrew
joining Ventana, both Rodriguez
men were involved in the
building products industry.

ASSOCIATION NEWS

WDMA Announces
New Leadership Team
The
Window
and
Door
Manufacturers
Association
(WDMA) elected its new leadership team during the association’s
Spring Meeting and Legislative
Conference held in March. At the
meeting, the WDMA board of
directors elected Mike Salsieder,
president of Kolbe & Kolbe
Millwork in Wausau, Wis., as the
association’s 2013-2014 chair,
replacing outgoing Chair Ann
Duebner of Eggers Industries in
Two Rivers, Wis.
In addition to Salsieder, the
other members of the 2013-2014
WDMA Executive Committee are:
• Vice Chair, door division: Steve
Donner, Weiland Sliding Doors &
Windows, Oceanside, Calif.;
• Vice chair, window division: Al
Babiuk,
Loewen
Windows,
Steinbach, MB;
• Treasurer: Steve Tourek, Marvin
Windows & Doors, St. Paul,
Minn.;
• Immediate past chair: Ann
Duebner, Eggers Industries, Two
Rivers, Wis.; and
• Supplier representative: Jeff
Shilakis, Hoppe North America,
Fort Atkinson, Wis.
❙
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June 4-6, 2013
Window and Door
Manufacturers Association
Technical Conference
Sponsored by the WDMA
Milwaukee, Wis.

Industry Services

❙❙➤ www.wdma.com

CUSTOM PROFILE EXTRUSIONS
You’re probably paying too much if you’re buying some
place else! Call us and start saving money!
Free tooling for large volumes.
508/587-2290 sales@creativeET.com
The Industry Standard Since 1950

Business for Sale/Lease

Business for Lease

Fully equipped vinyl window plant, 20,000 sq. ft., for
lease in Kansas. Equip & bldg. $10,000 per month.
Call Dave at Ameracan Equipment 303/669-9108 or
855/669-9108.

Download the
DWM Magazine App
for iPad and Android

Download the May
issue which has
additional interactive
content not found in
the print edition
including:

> Photo slideshows
> Enhanced and

interactive photos

> Watch product

demonstrations

> And more!
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October 31, 2013
Fenestration Day™ 2013
Sponsored by DWM
Magazine
Renaissance Schaumburg
Convention Center Hotel
Schaumburg, Ill.
❙❙➤ www.dwmmag.com/feneday

❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

July 15-16, 2013
NWDA Summer Meeting
Sponsored by Northeast
Window and Door
Association
Harrisburg Hilton
Harrisburg, Pa.
❙❙➤ www.nwda.net

July 24-27, 2013
AWFS Fair
Sponsored by Association of
Woodworking & Furnishings
Suppliers
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
❙❙➤ http://awfsfair.org

> Links to videos

Read the issue easily in
your office, on a plane
or in your home!

June 9-12, 2013
AAMA National
Summer Conference
Sponsored by AAMA
Hyatt Regency O’Hare
Rosemont, Ill.

Marriott Waterfront
Baltimore, Md.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

September 10-12, 2013
GlassBuild America
Sponsored By Georgia World
Congress Center
Atlanta
❙❙➤ www.glassbuildamerica.com

September 9-11, 2013
MMPA Industrywide
Moulding and Millwork Event
Sponsored by the Moulding
and Millwork Producers
Association
Le Rivage Hotel
Sacramento, Calif.
❙❙➤ www.wmmpa.com

October 16-18, 2013
Remodeling Show
McCormick Place
Chicago
❙❙➤ www.remodelingshow.com

October 27-30, 2013
AAMA National
Fall Conference
Sponsored by AAMA

November 3-7, 2013
Association of
Millwork Distributors
Annual Conference
Sponsored by AMD
Cobb Galleria Convention
Center
Atlanta
❙❙➤ www.amdweb.com

November 12-14, 2013
Win-door North America
Metro Toronto Convention
Center
Toronto
❙❙➤ www.windoorshow.com

November 20-22, 2013
Greenbuild
Sponsored by the USGBC
Philadelphia
❙❙➤ www.greenbuildexpo.org

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
March 26-29, 2013
Fensterbau/Frontale
International Trade Fair
Window, Door and
FacadeTechnologies Components, Prefabricated
Units
Nuermberg, Germany
❙❙➤ www.frontale.de

❙

To submit events for the calendar
email ttaffera@glass.com
www.dwmmag.com
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Page Company
3
1
13
19
C3
11
55
57
23
C4
15
29
5
35
48
33
7
41
40
51
39
9
45
C2, 18

Phone

AGC Glass Company North America 800/251-0441
Amesbury Group
800/586-0354
Amesbury Door Hardware
800/325-3359
Cardinal IG
952/935-1722
CGI Windows and Doors
800/442-9042
Electronic Design to Market Inc.
419/861-1030
Erdman Automation
763/389-9475
Fenestration Day™ 2013
540/720-5584
GED Integrated Solutions
330/963-5401
GM Wood Products
800/530-9211
Interlock USA
877/852-8808
ODL Inc.
800/253-3900
Prodim
888/229-3328
Quanex Building Products
713/961-4600
REHAU
800/247-9445
Roto North America
800/243-0893
Royal Building Products
866/777-1210
Royal Building Products
866/852-2791
Smith Case
855/774-7974
800/352-0800
Strybuc Industries
Sturtz Machinery Inc.
330/405-0444
SureFire Systems Inc.
407/699-1862
Technoform
330/487-6600
Truth Hardware
800/866-7884

Fax

Web Address

404/446-4234
585/627-5979
585/627-5979
952/935-5538
305/507-4472
419/861-1031
763/389-9757
540/720-5687
330/963-0584
231/652-3166
775/852-8867
616/748-3823
772/465-8700
713/877-5333
703/777-3053
860/526-8390
905/850-9184
905/850-9184
336/774-7949
610/534-3201
330/405-0445
407/699-4565
330/487-6680
507/451-5655

www.us.agc.com
www.amesbury.com
www.amesbury.com
www.cardinalcorp.com
www.cgiwindows.com
www.edtm.com
www.erdmanautomation.com
www.dwmmag.com/feneday
www.gedusa.com
www.gmcompanies.com
www.interlockna.com
www.odl.com
www.prodim-systems.com
www.mikronwood.com
www.na.rehau.com
www.rotohardware.com
www.royalbuildingproducts.com
www.royalbuildingproducts.com
www.smithcase.com
www.strybuc.com
www.sturtz.com
www.surefireonline.net
www.technoform.us
www.truth.com

For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.dwmmag.com.

DWM

™

October 31, 2013
Renaissance Schaumburg
Convention Center Hotel
Chicago (Schaumburg), Ill.
DOOR & WINDOW MANUFACTURER MAGAZINE

THE FUTURE OF FENESTRATION MANUFACTURING

Sessions for
dealers &
manufacturers!

Sponsored by DWM magazine
For more information visit
www.dwmmag.com/feneday
or call 540/720-5584

Plan now for Fenestration Day™ 2013
www.dwmmag.com

May 2013
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Architectural Glass
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970,
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
763/389-9475
fax: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
Global Sales Group, L.L.C.
PO Box 1835
Chico, CA 95927
877/474-5521
fax: 530/893-2244
www.globalsalesgroupllc.com
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Multiprocessing
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
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Saws, Cut-Off
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Double-Miter
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Vinyl Fabrication
Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Door Components
Door Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Jamb Adjusters
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Patio Door Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Thresholds
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Multipoint Locks
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Muntin Tapes
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Door Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
57 Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
800/217-5757
fax: 800/289-6699
www.amesbury.com

Stiffeners
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Weatherstrip, Doors
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

Doors
Tru Tech Doors
20 Vaughan Valley Blvd.
Vaughan, ONT L4H 0B1
Canada
905/856-0096
fax: 905/856-2096
www.trutechdoors.com
info@trutechdoors.com

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Handles
Roto North America
14 Inspiration Lane
Chester, CT 06412
800/243-0893
fax: 860/526-8390

>I

Fire-Rated Doors
SaftiFirst Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
888/653-3333
fax: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
www.dwmmag.com
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Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Airspacers
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Insulating Glass
Machinery & Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com

Connectors
Eduard Kronenberg
GmbH “EK”
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
42655 Solingen, Germany
+49 (0)212/222 88-0
fax: +49 (0)212/222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de

Spacers
McKeegan Equip. & Supply
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
734/459-5870
fax: 734/459-9837
www.mckeeganequip.com

Muntin Bars
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Sealants
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Spacers
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
Production Lines
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
www.dwmmag.com

Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Software
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Ste. 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
908/806-7824
fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
Jobber/Distribution
DMSi Software
17002 Marcy St., Ste. 200
Omaha, NE 68118
402/330-6620 Ext. 142
fax: 402/330-6737
www.dmsi.com
dmsi@dmsi.com
Ponderosa Software
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
800/422-4782
fax: 401/232-7778
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa
info@caisoft.com
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WoodWare Systems
8304 Macon Terrace Road
Cordova, TN 38018
901/763-3999
fax: 901/763-4064
www.woodwaresystems.com
Window Components
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Window Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
57 Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
800/217-5757
fax: 800/289-6699
www.amesbury.com
Operators
Roto North America
14 Inspiration Lane
Chester, CT 06412
800/243-0893
fax: 860/526-8390
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Window Hardware
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.,
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
Vision Industries
500 Metuchen Road
South Plainfield NJ 07080
800/220-4756
Fax 800/294-0743
www.visionhardware.com
sales@visionhardware.com
Window Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Windows
Vinyl Windows
Rehau Corporation
1501 Edwards Ferry Rd., NE
Leesburg, VA 20176
703/777-5255
Fax: 703/777-3053
rehau.mailbox@rehau.com
na.rehau.com
❙

To place your Supplier’s Guide listing,
please contact
Tina Czar at tczar@glass.com
or phone
540/602-3261. Listings start at
$395 and run for an entire year.
DEADLINE FOR THE JULY/AUGUST
ISSUE IS
JUNE 14, 2013.
May 2013
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Industry Indices

Going Up: Housing
Starts Rise in March

More Housing Markets
Improve in March

Soaring production of multifamily
apartments pushed nationwide
housing starts beyond the millionunit mark for the first time since 2008
in March, according to newly released
figures from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) and the U.S.
Census Bureau. The
data show that
total
starts
activity rose
7.0 percent
for
the
month due entirely
to a 31.1-percent increase on the
multifamily side.

The list of improving U.S. housing
markets expanded for a seventh
consecutive month in March to
include 274 metros on the National
Association of Home Builders/First
American Improving Markets Index.
This total amounts to a net gain of
15 markets since February and
includes entrants from all 50 states
and the District of Columbia.

New-Home Sales
Rise in March
Sales of newly built, single-family homes rose 1.5 percent to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
417,000 units in March, according
to newly released figures from The
Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) and the U.S.
Census Bureau.
The inventory of new homes for
sale held virtually unchanged at
just 151,000 units in March, which
amounts to a 4.4-month supply at
the current sales pace.

274

Construction Employment Increases in 30 States from February to March
A recent report from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics shows that construction
employment rose in 30 states from
February 2013 to March 2013. The
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
60

February
2013
78,200
18,700
121,300
44,300
616,600
118,800
50,700
18,800
341,600
142,400
31,300
32,400
187,200
122,500
65,900
54,700
68,900
132,900
26,500
150,700
119,000
128,700
96,500
49,500
107,800

Door & Window Market

largest increase was seen in
Connecticut, where those employed in
construction rose from 50,700 to
53,600—an increase of 5.7 percent.

March
2013
77,400
18,500
122,700
46,300
620,400
119,900
53,600
18,500
347,100
145,500
32,000
32,300
185,900
123,400
64,600
54,900
67,800
135,300
26,900
153,500
117,900
125,600
97,300
48,800
104,400

Percent
Change
-1.0
-1.1
+1.2
+4.5
+0.6
+0.9
+5.7
-1.6
+1.6
+2.2
+2.2
-0.3
-0.7
+0.7
-2.0
+0.4
-1.6
+1.8
+1.5
+1.9
-0.9
-2.4
+0.8
-1.4
-3.2

State
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

The report also saw a few notable
drops, including Missouri, where construction-related employment dropped
3.2 percent from 107,800 to 104,400. ❙
February
2013
22,000
43,600
53,900
22,400
132,400
41,700
323,500
171,300
30,100
178,000
71,600
70,100
228,000
14,700
80,500
20,500
107,900
614,300
73,400
14,000
177,500
140,600
35,300
95,500
22,500

March
2013
21,500
43,100
52,900
23,000
133,300
41,900
329,500
169,500
30,400
174,700
72,800
71,700
227,300
15,000
79,800
20,300
110,700
616,200
74,900
14,200
178,500
141,000
35,200
95,700
23,400

>I

Percent
Change
-2.3
-1.1
-1.9
+2.7
+0.7
+0.5
+1.9
-1.1
+1.0
-1.9
+1.7
+2.3
-0.3
+2.0
-0.9
-1.0
+2.6
+0.3
+2.0
+1.4
+0.6
+0.3
-0.3
+0.2
+4.0
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The Natural Solution
for Rot-Free Door Systems
DURA-FRAME™ is: Alaskan Yellow
Cypress, one of the planet’s most
durable rot resistant woods, finger
jointed to the bottom of a premium
pine frame component.
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The Next Generation of High
Performance Door Frames.
DURA-TECH is a 12 mil rigid PVC film
bonded with permanent waterproof
exterior polyurethane glue to our
lifetime rot resistant Dura-Frame
substrate system.
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Premium Stain-Grade
Door Components
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Worry-Free
Composite Frames
DURA-PLAST is a poly-fiber door-frame
system that combines all the strength
and convenience of wood with enhanced
properties that make it moisture, rot, and
insect resistant.

